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DJ & Radio Hall Of Fame

Founding Board: The “cabinet” of early contributors (l-r) Jerry Seabolt, Tom McEntee, Barbara Starling, Charlie Monk and
the late Biff Collie.

Genesis: 1970s

“It was over after the first seminar,”
says CRS founder Tom McEntee,
then-editor of the Country Music Survey
tip sheet, the platform from which he
launched and operated the first CRS. The event
lost money, drew fewer than 70 people and actually received
notification from its host hotel that they would not be welcomed
back the following year.
Harsh empirical feedback aside, McEntee and his “cabinet”
of volunteers had sparked a response that would ultimately
prove much more important than money. Attendees at the first
Country Music Survey Radio Seminar left Nashville doing
something that has been the unbudgeted backbone of CRS
marketing ever since...they left talking about the experience.
Understanding the importance of this phenomenon requires
a bit of context. Following the 1969 Grand Ole Opry Birthday
celebration, many in the industry began expressing discontent with
the associated DJ Convention. Staged by the CMA, that event had
devolved into a nonstop party. “We didn’t want to be connected to
the CMA because they were doing nothing for radio,” McEntee
says. “Their DJ Convention was just a big drunk.”

Collar Me Bad: The 1978 CRS Board and Agenda Committee.

Assembling a like-minded group that included the late
Biff Collie, Charlie Monk, Dave Olson, Ralph Paul, Jerry
Seabolt and Barbara Starling, McEntee began developing
the idea for some kind of get-together. “I wasn’t looking to
create a schoolroom atmosphere where people came to be
lectured,” McEntee explains. “I was more focused on creating
a ‘space’ – a place for people of similar interests and goals to
gather and build something in common. I would simply provide
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Seriously Committed: The 1983 Agenda Committee.

the framework and the context, and they would eventually
create their own content. And though it was impossible for me
to imagine what might happen using that same principle with
dozens or even hundreds of people in the same room, one thing
was apparent: It could change the world of Country radio.”
And so the 1970 seminar, which charged a $35 registration
fee, engaged close to 70 people – 43 from radio – in that
context of self-directed content. Held at the Sheraton Motor
Inn on Broadway, the event lost $4,500 and put McEntee’s tip
sheet out of business. Adding insult to injury, the Sheraton told
him the seminar was no longer welcome. “Everyone had billed
their drinks back to Jerry Seabolt’s room, and he wouldn’t
pay,” McEntee says. “So the hotel asked us not to come back.”
But the colossal personal disappointment was mitigated as
the years went by. “CRS-1 had appealed merely to those few
dozen people tallied on the registration list,” McEntee would
later write. “But to those few dozen, it lived and breathed.
Over 80% of the broadcasters present were back the next
year, some with friends in tow, and about 90% of those in the
‘other’ categories returned. I learned, among other things,
that what was offered up on the podium or in the panels was
only a portion of the event’s significance. Of equal or greater
consequence was the fact that the attendees were provided an
opportunity to speak with and be with their peers and to broaden
their awareness and understanding of the business. They had
an opportunity to communicate one-on-one, face-to-face. They
were given an occasion to express themselves – and to be heard.”
Those sentiments are echoed in comments later noted from
those who had attended that first seminar. “It was the first thing
I attended that was serious about country music,” said the late
Bill Ward, KKBQ/Burbank, CA GM. “Everything didn’t have
an ‘Opry’ tinge to it. You could be in Country radio and hold
your head up. We were standing on our own feet; we were firstclass citizens, as opposed to being in the back of the bus.”
Artist manager Dale Morris, then a label radio rep, saw the

Fame Show Contestant: Hairl Hensley accepts his DJ
Hall of Fame plaque in 1995. Pictured (l-r) Paul Allen,
Hensley, Chuck Chellman and Ed Salamon.

seminar’s advantages from an entirely different perspective. “I
could get a year’s work done in one day, it seemed, seeing the
deejays, exchanging ideas and just putting faces to the names.”
In its second year, CRS needed more than the sprouting seeds
of word-of-mouth appeal to survive, and help came in the form
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WCOW/La Crosse, WI MD/afternooner Arnie
Andrews remembers his first CRS experience.
“It was about five years ago, and I was a
bit naive about how close to the industry the
conference brings you. Day one at the DJ &
Radio Hall of Fame dinner, I was standing
behind Radney Foster in the bar line. I got
my drink and stopped off to use the restroom,
where Rhett Akins ran right into me. I made
it back to my table to sit down for dinner, and
a gentleman asked who I was and where
I was from. He then introduced himself as
Mike Borchetta. I had to go out in the hall
and call a buddy to say, ‘You’re not going to
believe this place!’”
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Hat Camp: Paul Harvey (l) with Frank Mull, 1980.
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In 1974, Chuck Chellman and the late Georgia
Twitty formed the Country Music DJ Hall of
Fame, recognizing individuals who have made
significant contributions to Country radio. The
following year, Eddie Hill, Nelson King and
Grant Turner became the inaugural inductees.
Except for 1986, 1987 and 1997, at least two
personalities have become immortalized each
year. With the 2009 ceremonies, the DJ Hall of
Fame now encompasses 95 of the best voices
and talents Country radio has ever created.
After support for the Hall of Fame dinner
waned, Country Radio Broadcasters revitalized
the event in 1998 as the official trustee. At
that time, CRB created the President’s Award,
recognizing contributions to CRB, as well as the
Career Achievement Award to artists contributing
greatly to country music and Country radio.
Fittingly, Chellman and Chet Atkins, respectively,
were those awards’ first honorees.
In 2000, the DJ Hall of Fame was expanded
to include Radio Hall of Fame broadcasters,
recognizing outstanding career achievement
in programming, operations, ownership and
management. Former Great Empire executive the
late Mike Lynch was the first honoree in 2001,
and 15 more have since joined.
The plaques commemorating each inductee
were originally showcased at the Opryland
Hotel. However, in November 2003, thenNashville Mayor Bill Purcell dedicated the
present “wall of fame” along the downtown
interior walkway between the Renaissance
Hotel and the Nashville Convention Center.
Now, as then, the dinner features heartfelt
and often highly entertaining speeches by the
inductees and friends. Many who have attended
will tell you the night is, for them, the best part
of CRS.

Contributing Writers
Peter Cronin, Lauren Tingle
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Study Hall

One of the earliest goals of CRS founders was
to award scholarships to deserving students, but
it took a few years before revenues surpassed
expenditures. What started as a couple thousand
dollars a year in the mid-’70s grew into five
figures by the ’90s.
Since 2000, the annual figure has regularly
exceeded $20,000 with the hope that institutions
receiving the funds would create endowments
to perpetuate the giving. All told, seminar
registrants have helped underwrite more than
$330,000 in scholarships. Kind of gives a deeper
meaning to the CRS catchphrase, “Growth
Through Sharing.”
CRS Through The Years Continued...

of college professors Dr. Will Miles and Dr. Jerry Prock.
Experienced at running conventions, Miles and Prock billed
the event as the “Nashville Country Radio Seminar,” moved to
the Holiday Inn Vanderbilt, got the record labels involved as
sponsors...and still lost money. But the following year, 1972, the
seminar turned its first profit. Attendance had climbed to 150
people representing 55 stations. Now held at the King Of The
Road Motor Inn, the event was ready, in 1973, to institute its
first agenda committee.
Officially adopting the “Country Radio Seminar” title once
and for all in 1974, the event moved to the Airport Hilton and
seemed to have found firm footing. And that stability was
cemented when, in 1975, Miles and Prock were bought out and
the event was organized as a non-profit organization that we
now call Country Radio Broadcasters.
“What about the guy from Ardmore?” became a rallying cry
in board and agenda meetings. The saying referenced a smalltown Oklahoma programmer who was a regular attendee and
quick to grab a mic to ask questions with a small market station
focus. CRS planners leaned on the phrase to remind themselves
of the breadth and depth of their constituency. And it worked.
Big issues of the day included the time-honored tradition
of complaining about record service and, more specifically
to the era, whether stations would go country-politan. Panels
addressed programming, promotions and sales, as well
as explained functions of the music industry for the radio
attendees. The Rap Room session was developed as a forum for
interacting face-to-face with top programmers and executives
and, at least in part, to steer people away from constantly asking
about how to get record service. The idea was to have people
ask those questions in that setting, rather than interrupting
panels. Then-WHN/New York PD Ed Salamon created a stir
with his panel on research. “I remember Jay Diamond stood up
and said, ‘If you can’t pick songs with your ears, you have no
business in this format!’” Salamon says.
By the end of the decade, attendance crested 400 delegates,
who paid $80 in advance or $100 for late registration.
Attendees also received the first-ever program book in 1979.
But what those participants weren’t doing, at least not during
session times, was any sort of imbibing. “If you were in a bar
while a panel was going on, Biff Collie would drag your ass
out of there,” Charlie Monk explains. “You were supposed to
be in that room and we typically had maximum attendance at
every panel.”
And, of course, music was an important aspect of the
seminar from the very beginning. Having new artists perform
at the convention’s close was much more by necessity than
design, however. Established stars wouldn’t play the fledgling
event, though Don Gibson agreed to close the first seminar’s
show as a surprise guest. The New Faces name was coined by
publicist Betty Hofer, who issued a press release early in the
’70s describing the seminar-closing performance by “the new
faces of country music.” And the name stuck. The next year, the
two words earned capital letters, and an institution was born.

Numbers: 1980s

As the decade turned, Country radio’s
legions of professionals probably couldn’t
envision the transitions ahead: from AM to
“Continuous Country” FM and, later, from that
sound to a more personality-driven approach.
But many of them were beginning to have
an awareness of where they could prepare
themselves for the future of Country radio:
CRS was building undeniable momentum.
The early part of the decade saw the institution of the
Artist/Attendee Cocktail Reception and the establishment of a
permanent, though unpaid, executive director. Frank Mull took
the Organization of Country Radio Broadcasters’ reins in 1981,
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Number One With A Mullet: Vince Gill at the Artist Radio Taping Session.

Group Mug: Pictured in 1994 (l-r) are Jack Purcell, Susan
Turner, Jeff Garrison, Bruce Shindler and Greg Rambin.

Mane Event: Scott Borchetta addresses a panel.

but wasn’t added to the full-time payroll until 1989. WKIX/
Raleigh’s Kim Pyle became CRB’s first female agenda chair,
also in 1981. And the issue of outside activities remained a
sensitive topic.
“[CRS] was instituted to give Country broadcasters a forum
for the betterment of Country radio,” read a statement in the
1981 program book. “We feel that, collectively, the broadcasters
are here for that purpose and not be exploited at this same time
of year. (There is ample time at other events throughout the year
for the exposure and exploitation of product!)” Attendees were
told that hospitality suites and other “marketing” activities not
expressly approved by the OCRB board were prohibited.
In 1982, CRS moved to the Opryland Hotel, and attendance
grew to 580. Exhibitors were sanctioned for the first time, as
well, setting up in suites at the hotel. The following year OCRB
dropped the “O,” becoming, simply, Country Radio Broadcasters.
A full Exhibitor’s Hall bowed in 1984 with 20 vendors, and that
year’s New Faces show was taped for television – eventually
reaching 8.5 million viewers in syndication. As TV tapings tend
to do, this one lasted into the early hours of the morning and
secured its place as the first and last televised New Faces.

Many agree that CRS really came into its own in the mid’80s. The Urban Cowboy craze was bringing new fans – in
appropriate attire – to country, and probably new stations, as
well. And more stations meant more CRS registrants. The Artist
Radio Taping Session (ARTS) was launched in 1986, and the
seminar expanded to three days in ’88. And the controversy
surrounding off-site events finally came to a head.
Not that exceptions hadn’t been made before, of course.
Organizers looked the other way in the mid-’70s when RCA took
a busload of radio folks to nearby Murfreesboro to see Elvis in
concert. But at the same time, label exec John Brown was issuing
stern warnings, including this one: “There will be no outside
parties, hype display material or any other bullshit we industry
people are so good at coming up with whenever we have a captive
audience of DJs, PDs, MDs, managers, etc. Since the inception
of the seminar, each year’s respective committee chairmen have
made it emphatically clear about this matter and seen to it that we
have not turned our seminar into a complete ‘crap-out.’ We have
a super thing going in this, and we mean to see it continue for
the good of everyone, and not be sacrificed by individual fingerpoppin’, jive-ass, ditty-boppin’ industry or radio types.”

Memories

Strait, Dene & McGraw

Veteran programmer Mark Lindow
has a long string of CRS memories to
draw from since his first seminar in 1982.
“A true highlight from that first
seminar was bumping into George
Strait and his wife Norma as they
came out of the elevator at the
Opryland Hotel. I couldn’t believe
it. He was a New Faces artist that
year and none of us knew what
was to come in the next 25 years.
And he was as gracious during that
encounter as he’s been throughout
his career.
“That same year, I was in the
second year of my first PD job at WILQ/Williamsport,
PA. I was in the hotel’s Pickin’ Parlor when Dene
Hallam, then the PD at WHN/New York, introduced

himself. Dene told me he’d heard our
station and thought it sounded great.
You have no idea what it meant, as a
young, impressionable PD,  to have the
PD of the Country station in market No.
1 come up and say that! Years later,
I’d brainstorm with Dene at company
meetings when we both ended up
working for CBS. What a business.
     “The most amazing musical moment
I’ve ever experienced, and I know
I’m not alone in saying it, was Tim
McGraw’s New Faces performance.
The feeling in the room during ‘Don’t
Take The Girl’ is something I’ll never
forget. I know it’s been written about many times, and
everything you read or hear from someone who was
there is absolutely true.”

Country Really Cares

Mask What You Can Do For Your Country: New Faces host
Charlie Monk in his industry-preferred attire.

I Love Country Radio This Much: NFL broadcaster, former
player and keynoter Terry Bradshaw in 1996.
CRS Through The Years Continued...

The capitulation didn’t come in a grand battle or debate,
however. As with most such changes, the wall crumbled bit by
bit. Salamon, a board member at the time, recalls one telling
incident: “Someone was holding an offsite party, which were
still officially banned,” he says. “But I broke down and went to
the show at the Exit Inn. I walked in the door and saw Charlie
Monk [also a board member] and he said, ‘Oh, you too?’”
Label hospitality suites were officially sanctioned in 1987.
But the academic-tinged, professional foundation of CRS was
too firmly rooted to be swayed by the winds of after-hours
showcases and glad-handing. In fact, the argument can be made,
rather persuasively, that striking a balance between serious
discourse by day and music-soaked high life by night created
a whole-is-greater-than-the-sum-of-its-parts appeal that was
almost irresistible.
Veteran promotion exec and broadcaster Bill Mayne, who
came to the format from pop and rock, saw the difference
immediately. “There was so much candor and passion,” he says.
“Not as much posturing as at the party conventions. Plus, all
the other gatherings were multiple formats. CRS was formatspecific. That really gave Country people an advantage the other
formats didn’t have.”
Every CRS is an important CRS, but if you have to pick a
pivot point on which the whole business turned – not just the
seminar but Country radio and country music – it has to be
1989. Attendance topped 900. Certainly the famed Class of ‘89
artists were about to figure prominently – though registrants
wouldn’t see Travis Tritt, Mary Chapin Carpenter,
Kentucky HeadHunters and others until the following year’s
New Faces.

Generation Next: Brad Paisley, Eddy Arnold and Garth
Brooks at the 1999 DJ & Radio Hall of Fame Dinner.

And 1989 was also the year a young artist named Garth
Brooks shook every hand he could find, and spent every night
of the seminar trying to win over radio programmers in the
Unistar suite (see sidebar). Even more significantly, at least in
human terms, 1989 was the year one of country’s biggest stars took
the CRS keynote platform with a simple plea. Alabama’s Randy
Owen asked for radio’s help in making sick kids well. And the
response was, and continues to be, extraordinary (see sidebar).

“Because of our visibility, we have an
opportunity to do a tremendous amount
of good for organizations like St. Jude
that really help. For me, it’s more than an
opportunity – it’s an obligation.” Or, the
words that sparked a movement.
Randy Owen’s impassioned 1989 CRS
keynote address launched the single
most important and worthy endeavor in
the history of Country radio. Twenty years
later, more than 200 Country radio stations
have collectively raised $345 million for
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.
And the good that has resulted, in human
terms, is immeasurable.  
The first “Country Cares For St. Jude
Kids” radiothon in 1989 collected $1.2
million, a benchmark that has grown to $34
million last year.
And that’s money well spent. Since the
hospital’s inception in 1962, the survival
rate for children with acute lymphoblastic
leukemia has jumped from 4% to 94%.
Operating the facility for a single day costs
$1.4 million, which means Country radio
and its listeners alone keep the doors
open 24 days a year. And then there’s
the copycat effect. After the tremendous
success seen from Country radio, “Radio
Cares For St. Jude Kids” was implemented
to reach AC, Oldies, Urban, Gospel
and Rock formats, as well as Spanishlanguage-format program Promesa Y
Esperanza (Promise and Hope) in 1997.

Acts: 1990s

The ’90s were heady times for Country
radio and the music industry. The business
was exploding on all fronts: CD sales
were skyrocketing, venues were filling to
capacity and Country stations increasingly
found themselves in competitive
situations. That meant intensive marketing
and promotions, new “Young Country” music
positions and an entire industry working as intensely and
creatively as possible. As the decade wore on, significant changes
would begin to reshape both labels and broadcasters. And the
word of the moment became “consolidation.”
Alabama received the CRB’s first-ever Artist Humanitarian
Award at the decade’s first seminar. Warner/Reprise started a
tradition in ’92, hosting an annual showcase for its roster, first at
the Opry House, and subsequently, the Ryman Auditorium. The
great Roger Miller was slated to speak that year, but backed out
due to illness. A year later, he lost his struggle with cancer.
By the middle of the decade, both the number of Country
stations nationwide and the number of attendees at CRS were
easily clearing 2,000. And the changes cut through seminar

agendas easily. The 1990 seminar straddled two worlds with
panel titles including “New Technology,” featuring Jimmy
Bowen and the RIAA’s Hilary Rosen, and “Razorblade Road,”
a production workshop. Growing competitiveness at radio
spawned the 1991 panels “Programming War Games” and
“Caught In The Crossfire: How the Music Industry Copes with
Radio Range Wars.” While country’s popularity was at an alltime high in 1995, format and genre thoughts turned to panels
titled, “Protecting The Franchise.” Consolidation began to raise

ies Pops
MemorBoston
WLWI/Montgomery, AL PD Bill Dollar recalls
Rascal Flatts’ most recent CRS performance.
“They were doing their last song and about
to ride the elevator down below the stage when
they switched gears. They jumped into Boston’s
‘Long Time’ and it was great! And from a group of
guys who really have it together.”

Heading Over To The Y: The MCA promo team, with friends, took being rejected by the Navy pretty hard. Pictured (l-r) are
Charlie Monk, Doug Baker, David Haley, Pat Payne, Royce Risser, Mike Severson and Scott Borchetta.
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Steaming Into History

Band & Others: RCA’s Lonestar win friends and influence people during an early trip to CRS.

Let Them Eat Cake: The Oak Ridge Boys, Reba McEntire,
Dick Clark and a host of others celebrate seminar’s 30th
anniversary with a platter of processed carbs.
CRS Through The Years Continued...

its head with “The New Telecom World: How To Survive And
Prosper” (1997), and “The Career Effects of Consolidation”
(1999). Pay-for-play discussions were held in 1998 and 1999.
The songwriter showcase WCRS Live! evolved in the mid’90s (see sidebar), and R&R’s Erica Farber became CRB’s
first female board president in 1993. That same year, CRS
functions were declared “smoke-free” for the first time.
Outside the parameters of Nashville’s Country Radio
Seminar, CRB began to experiment with regional
gatherings. CRS/Southwest was staged in Dallas in 1994.
The following year, CRS/Southeast was held in Charlotte.
CRS-West met in Sacramento in 1997, and the next year’s
regional event was in Cleveland.
Years before it would be incorporated with CRS, the
Country DJ & Radio Hall of Fame Induction and Banquet
became associated with CRB in June of 1998 (see sidebar).
DJ Hall committee chair Gaylon Christie praised founder
Chuck Chellman, saying, “Chuck carried it as far as he
could. He needed help and CRB was the perfect organization

Memories

to take over.” Monk called the inaugural event, “The nicest
thing I’ve ever been part of in all my years in the business. It
was a superb ceremony that gave dignity to all the nominees
and certainly enhanced our efforts to honor radio.” And for
once, he was serious.
The seminar’s first comprehensive listener research study
was presented by Richard Wimmer and Matt Hudson in 1996.
Three years later, Edison’s Larry Rosin became a lightning rod
for controversy with his “A Statistician’s Look At Country.”
Depending who was asked, Rosin had either single-handedly
dammed up the singles charts, or had prophetically pointed out
a slowing that was attributable to a number of factors, all well
beyond his influence.
Finally, and not insignificantly, CRS came home. Having
housed itself in a number of different hotels before moving to
Opryland in 1982, the seminar returned to downtown Nashville
in 1998. Instead of having to share space with Opryland
neighbors like the Liquid Waste Haulers Convention, CRS had

mories
MeRunning
The Gauntlet
AristoMedia’s Jeff Walker has been deeply
involved in CRS since 1977, and among his many
memories is a standout from the headiest days of
Garth Brooks fervor.
“Back when we were at Opryland, Garth was
doing the Artist Radio Taping Session. This was
when we did the Artist-DJ Attendee Reception
on Wednesday night. Characteristically, Garth
stayed an hour and a half afterwards signing
autographs. So when it was time to move from
one end of the building to the other, there was
such a crowd; fans and attendees were all
crowding around. The only way we could get him
through was to round up the college interns and
form two human chains about 100 yards long for
Garth to walk through. It was incredible.”

The Boat. Anyone who has ever been to the
Country Radio Seminar knows exactly what you’re
talking about when you say those two words. The
General Jackson Showboat has been the scene for
countless plaque presentations and special musical
moments through the years. Long one of the most
coveted invites at CRS, the event that begat the “The
Boat” celebrates its 24th anniversary this year, while
the cruise itself turns 22.
The tradition actually began on land. Sony
Chairman Joe Galante first held a pre-CRS dinner at
his Nashville home in 1985. A few programmers were
invited to dine and mingle with the RCA/Nashville
staff and a number of artists. In year two, Galante
erected a giant tent in his backyard to accommodate
the growing group. Come year three, Galante
realized it had outgrown his home. “We knew we had
to move it somewhere, but there wasn’t a restaurant
in Nashville big enough to hold us all,” he recalls. “It
had become so popular, everybody wanted to come.
The idea of the General Jackson came out of a
group of us trying to figure out where we could go.”
The untold story reveals there was one other
driving force that made the General Jackson the
best – if not only – alternative. That year, 1987, was
the first time CRB “legalized” label hospitality suites.
And, in an effort to keep all of the CRS registrants
focused on officially sanctioned CRS events, the
CRB also instituted a policy prohibiting labels from
taking attendees “off campus.” All events had to
take place on Opryland property. RCA found the
loophole: Opryland owns the General Jackson, so
taking the party on-board fulfilled the letter of the
law, if not the spirit.
Nevertheless, the event’s raison d’etre remained
the same, whether on land or river: “We wanted to
separate ourselves from everybody else,” Galante
says. “We were just trying to be different. None of
our artists performed when we held the event at my
house. But the boat gave us the opportunity to inject
some music into the party.”
Indeed, the musical portion of the program has
evolved over the years.  “At one point we decided to
change the show and make it more of an ‘unplugged’
type of thing,” Galante says. “We invited some
special guests, debuted some new songs and
created some amazing pairings. We didn’t want to
just put people out there to replicate the record; we
wanted to create a unique musical evening.”

Galante's Top 5
"Boat" Moments

Wave Yer Hands In The AYER
Valory’s Miranda Williams
was impressed by Pat
Green’s New Faces
performance:
“He was amazing, but
the best memory is when
he said how everyone
told him to not try to get
radio involved with the
performance. And he did
the opposite. He had the entire room on their
feet, singing and dancing to ‘Wave On Wave.’ It
was a pretty bad-ass moment!”

Y2K Survivors: The 2000 CRB Board.
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You The Man: Even interns couldn’t keep
Billy Ray Cyrus away from Garth Brooks.

Top Sign: Kenny Chesney (l) with ZZ Top’s Dusty
Hill (c) and Billy Gibbons.

1. “Eddy Arnold walking out and saying his name.
The room erupted in a standing ovation, and then
he sang acoustically.
2. “ZZ Top came aboard as the ‘house band,’ with
most of our label’s stars jamming with them. At one
point, Billy Gibbons (famed ZZ Top guitarist) turned
and asked me if they could play one more. I told
him, ‘It’s your boat.’
3. “Huey Lewis with Phil Vassar and several
other acts on the first and only ‘boat on land.’ The
Cumberland River was too high that year for boat
traffic, so we had to find somewhere else to go. I
was amazed by the staff swinging into action in just
one day. They found a space and converted it, and
kept it all quiet.
4. “Lonestar debuted ‘I’m Already There,’ and when
it was over, folks got up and called their families.
What an emotional response.
5. “Waylon with Andy Griggs. That was
Waylon’s only boat show appearance, and it
rocked. Another magical moment was Brad
Paisley and Alison Krauss singing ‘Whiskey
Lullaby’ for the first time live.”

s
MemorOwnieThe
Room
WTHI/Terre Haute, IN OM Barry Kent taps the
CRS memory bank:
“I’ll never forget the year Charlie Monk was
sick and Mike Chapman was pressed into
service as the New Faces emcee. Mike used to
hold court at the Pickin’ Parlor and never felt any
pain. He’d been there all day before agreeing to
emcee the show, and that night was a hoot.
“I also remember the year our GM and I met
Arista’s Bobby Kraig and decided to go to the
Grand Ole Opry. We piled in our GM’s big ol’
Cadillac and pulled up to the back gate at the
Opry House. The guard glanced at Bobby in
the back seat and waved us in. I assume he
thought Bobby was one of the performers. We
parked, found a door and just walked in. We
wandered around for a few minutes and were
eventually escorted to seats on the stage
behind the band.”

CRS Through The Years Continued...

the Nashville Convention Center and, for the most part, the
Renaissance Hotel all to itself. Plus. all of downtown became
venue for the rapidly growing number of night activities. Talk
about urban sprawl.

Revelation: 2000s

The dawn of the 21st century brought
with it the looming consequences of the
previous years’ seismic shifts. Brave
new world or bare cupboard? One way
or another, there would be a reckoning
as broadcasters transitioned from
acquisition to operations. The growing
influence of digital media, satellite radio,
the impact of 9/11 and, later, plunging stock values would all
present challenges.
On the music front, the Super Faces show – later renamed
Music City Jam – presented many top artists (see sidebar).
The CMA staged a 2001 salute to every Single of The Year
winner, and followed up with a Female Vocalist of the Year
extravaganza. Following an interview with Gerry House,
Garth Brooks stunned the 2008 crowd by bringing WTHO/
Thompson, GA MD Steve Ferguson onstage to sing “Friends
In Low Places,” revealing his full band as the curtain dropped
after the first verse. And everyone in attendance remembers
Reba McEntire’s lunchtime performance, at which she saluted
many of radio’s late broadcasters – a tribute that left nary a dry
eye in the house.
The CRS 2000 roundtables included the now-nearly quaint
“Satellite Radio: Is It A New Opportunity?” and the prophetic
“Promotions On A Zero Budget” and “Career Survival In A
Consolidated World.” By 2001, digital media were addressed
head-on with satcasters and Internet execs sitting on panels.
PPM also made its CRS debut that year, as Arbitron presented
findings from beta testing in New England and Philadelphia.
Pop vs. traditional, a time-honored topic dating back to the
’70s, also surfaced.
Paul Allen served his final year as Executive Director in
2002, replaced by Ed Salamon in 2003. Citadel’s Larry
Wilson delivered the keynote that year (see The Interview,
page 51), and was at the time overseeing a group more than 200
stations strong.
On a less serious note, the delegate viewed, um, entertaining
himself in his room as Bridge Bar patrons watched through
reflected glass made immediate history as one of seminars most

The Suite Life

Conceived as a counter to the Disc
Jockey Convention, which was little more
than an alcohol binge, CRS pushed into the
late ‘80s before officially sanctioning afterhours events. Like that era’s popular hairstyle,
the mullet (business in the front, party in the
back), the seminar quickly adapted to its nowfamiliar education-meets-recreation balance.
The setting at the time, the Opryland Hotel,
proved a perfect incubator for this newfound
nightlife, and suite-hopping was born.
One of the most popular destinations
was the hotel’s Presidential Suite, where
United Stations, later Unistar, hosted afterhours artist performances, including a 1989
late addition. “Garth Brooks’ managers
Bob Doyle and Pam Lewis asked if Artist
Relations Director Pam Green and I would
make room for him to play solo-acoustic
during the set-ups between the artists already
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Reba Rocks Lunch: Pictured backstage at Reba McEntire’s
2000 luncheon performance are (top row, l-r) Paul Allen, Ed
Benson, Alan Sledge, Ed Salamon and Lon Helton; (bottom
row, l-r) Tony Brown, McEntire and Bruce Hinton.

ries
MemTheoDomino
Effect
Lyric Street VP Dale Turner credits CRS with,
uh, his entire existence.
“My first CRS was in 1974 when I was at
WTHI/Terre Haute, IN. Had I not taken time
off and paid my own way (I admit, the drive
was only four hours and the registration
was much cheaper), I never would have
met many of my peers. That includes Les
Acree, who eventually gave me a job at
WKDA/Nashville. Without that opportunity, I
never would have met Joe Galante, Norro
Wilson, Rick Blackburn, Roy Wunsch,
Jerry Seabolt, Frank Leffel, Jack Pride
and others. And those relationships led me
to the record side of the business. Further,
while in Nashville and Cincinnati radio, I still
paid my own way to CRS until 1983. I always
rationalized it as a personal investment in my
career, like taking evening courses in business
management at the University of Cincinnati.
No regrets.”

The Glasses Full: Dale Turner (l) at the 1976
seminar with Tom Bootle (second from left),
artist Lois Johnson (second from right) and
Jack Pride (r).

S

ongwriter showcase WCRS Live!
is one of the most popular seminar
events, and it evolved quickly into
its current performance-centered format.
Though CRS had presented writer shows
earlier in its history, the 1993 agenda
guide finds the first mention of WCRS
Live!, which was billed “An Industry Talk/
Industry Show.” Ralph Emery hosted in
a variety show setting, with CMA’s Ed
Benson, Liberty’s Jimmy Bowen, KNIX’s
Larry Daniels, Kenny Rogers and
Travis Tritt on the slate. The following
year followed the same format before
giving way to nothing but A-list Nashville
writers in 1995.
Performing rights organization BMI
picked up sponsorship in 2004, embracing
the session’s convergence of its two most
important constituencies. “Broadcasters
never understood where the money
they pay us goes,” says BMI Asst. VP/
Corporate Marketing Mark Barron.
“And this is a perfect way for us to show
them that the majority of the people we
represent are behind the scenes. It’s
really the perfect vehicle to show the
separation between writer and artist.”
Barron says one of the event’s strongest
appeals is its ability to give attendees an
insider’s look at how songs come to life.
“One of my favorite memories was when
Sarah Buxton turned to Jeffrey Steele
after he played ‘What Hurts The Most,’
which he wrote for Rascal Flatts. Sarah
said, ‘I really like the way you changed the
last verse.’ And Jeffrey said, ‘That’s the
way I wrote it, darling. Rascal Flatts are
the ones who changed it.’”

Big Mac: Pictured at the 2007 WCRS Live! are (l-r)
BMI’s Dan Spears, Pat Green, Mac Davis, Sarah Buxton,
Jeffrey Steele and BMI’s Jody Williams.

infamous characters. Even if you didn’t see it, Blake Shelton
immortalized the moment in his New Faces video clip the
following year.
In 2002, with 9/11 fresh in everyone’s minds, CRB wasted no
time organizing a meeting called “America At War: Country In
Crisis” to address the tragedy’s effects on Country radio sales,
programming and news, along with a contemplative look at the
“Future Of The Industry.”
CRS-34 came to terms with the fact that the post-9/11
economy had lasting effects. The iPod was already having an
impact on consumer behavior with music, and HD Radio was

booked,” explains Ed Salamon, who was
master of ceremonies for his company’s suite
at the time.
“His first single ‘Much Too Young To Feel
This Damn Old’ had not yet been released,
and when I first introduced him I flubbed
the words, saying ‘darn’ instead of ‘damn.’
Garth was in our suite all three nights it was
open that year and played between every
act. When we weren’t introducing him to
our radio friends, or he wasn’t watching the
other performers, he was by the buffet table
talking with my son Eddie, who attended
CRS that year.
“By the next CRS, Garth had already
broken through. He signed his first album
to me, ‘Ed, thanks for the start, I’ll always
owe you.’ He performed in our suite for four
straight years. The last year, it was such a
security problem getting him in and out that
we all knew it was no longer possible for him
to attend.”

Just Duet: Trisha Yearwood (l) and
Garth Brooks in their first public
performance at the Unistar suite, 1991.
Nice Chaps: Ed Salamon introduces
Garth Brooks at the ’92 Unistar suite.

Super Jam

The CRS New Faces show has become one of
the most prestigious events in country music,
but it wasn’t exactly conceived with that intent.
Focusing on new artists was mere happenstance
in the seminar’s early days, when it was difficult to
convince established stars to perform.
As the seminar grew – in attendance, respect
and importance – getting A-list acts became much
easier and, in 1988, Super Faces was born. Hank
Williams, Jr. performed and the Academy of
Country Music signed on as a sponsor. Over the
years, George Strait, Reba McEntire, Toby Keith,
Martina McBride and Garth Brooks headlined
the Wednesday or Thursday night event. Various
co-sponsors have come and gone, but ACM has
remained – even as the event was reborn in 2005
as the Music City Jam.

Named to reflect its sister event, the All
Star Jam, which follows the ACM Awards, the
newly formatted show aimed for a new level of
spontaneity. “We wanted to give programmers a
different experience than they received in their
home cities, and give artists the opportunity to
take their performance in a unique direction,”
says ACM Executive Director Bob Romeo. “I
thought it was really cool to see Keith Urban
on stage with Dolly Parton. Where else do you
see that? And I’m wondering how he’s going to
top that, when Ronnie Dunn walks out. I walked
away thinking we really did the right thing by
creating more of the jam atmosphere.” Tim
McGraw, who played the Super Faces show in
‘99, headlines this year’s Music City Jam.

Hello, Dolly: Keith Urban brought Dolly Parton onstage
during his Music City Jam performance.

Presidential Appointment: Luke Lewis, Joe Galante and
Bruce Hinton (l-r) at the DJ & Radio Hall of Fame dinner in
2004, where Hinton received the President’s Award.

still being called IBOC and wouldn’t be on the front burner for
a few more years.
Once upon a time, off-site events were assailed for
exploiting a serious and purposeful event, but with the first
Albright & O’Malley Pre-CRS Seminar in ’04, an off-site
event actually extended the week’s educational opportunities.
Drilling deeper, CRB worked hard to help broadcasters explore
new constituencies with Edison research presentations on
appealing to younger demos, shattering stereotypes, as well as
others about building buzz through viral marketing. CRB also
commissioned its first studies of Hispanic consumers and the
potential for Country radio to win them over.
The FCC was levying fines for indecency, to which CRS
responded with educational sessions on “Stunts That Go Too
Far” and how “What You Say Can Hurt You.” The Seminar
also presented panels on payola and regulatory guidelines.
Broadcasters were so consumed by increasing workloads that

On The Big Screen: Tim McGraw brought wife Faith Hill along for his 1999 Super Faces performance.

CRS organizers decided to include a 2006 panel about not
neglecting your website. That year also featured a memorable
“Life Of A Legend” session with Kenny Rogers, followed in
subsequent years with Ronnie Milsap and George Jones.
HD Radio buzz began in earnest in 2007, and a landmark
Coleman/Arbitron/Media Monitors session showing the
impact of new music on radio listeners. By 2008, the issues of
streaming media alternatives, texting and social networking
were being discussed everywhere. So were the “Are You
Smarter Than A…” New Faces video bits featuring industry
folks quizzed on a variety of subjects.
As CRS-40 approached, hundreds of radio
professionals were being downsized, and a sour
economy and radio’s disfavor on Wall Street pushed a
constricted business even deeper into a hole. Bad news
was omnipresent and the dour outlook extended to debate
about the prospects for the upcoming seminar. But those

who’ve seen the event through good times and bad have
learned not to doubt its resiliency.
“For 20 years now, people love to get on the naysayer
bandwagon about how nobody’s coming to CRS this year,”
Bill Mayne says. “Every single year this happens. And yet we
have been able to continue to maintain the level of attendance.
The reason we do is that this is an event that people, even in the
toughest of times, feel they can’t afford to miss. The opportunity
to gather with your peers and talk about what the hell is going on
is a magical thing that the original group tapped into.”
So they return. This year, as last year. Fewer, most likely.
With tighter grips on their expense accounts...if they’re lucky
enough to have them. But they come because they know the
good that will result. Has resulted. For their careers. For their
companies. For these industries. For the greater good, if that’s
not too corny.
And who know? They might even have a little bit of fun. CAC

Chuck
Collier

Big Dreams Do Come True
If there ever were a broadcaster who was truly
passionate about radio and musical artistry, it would
be Chuck Collier. “All my life I’ve wanted to be on the
radio,” he says. “Even if I win the lottery tomorrow,
I don’t think I could walk away from it.” As WGAR/
Cleveland’s 38-year Music Director and afternoon
personality, Chuck is renowned for his interviewing
skills, preparation and especially making artists feel at
home with his listeners.
That skill comes naturally, as Chuck was raised
on country and bluegrass in rural south central Ohio,
playing piano and accordion in a musical family, watching the Ozark Jubilee and the
Midwestern Hayride on television and listening to the Grand Ole Opry. His experience
spans WSRW/Hillsborough (at $1.40 an hour) and WMWM/Wilmington (OH), WSAI/
Cincinnati, WONE/Dayton and WCBS-FM/New York, but Chuck’s career has been
dedicated to WGAR. The 46-year personality’s consistent professional excellence
and enduring commitment to charity have already earned Chuck a Marconi Award
and induction into the Ohio Radio & Television Broadcasters Hall of Fame.
I got my first three-speed record
player in 1956, and I listened to music
nonstop – an eight-year-old playing disc
jockey in the garage. The radio in our
car beat anything we had in the house,
so I would get in and listen to it in
the driveway. I can still remember my
mother saying, “Charles, don’t run the
battery down!”

“

community bulletin board on the station, and
he told him, “Bob, Charles is into radio now
and taping himself. Could you take him out
to WSRW and just show him around?” He
said, “Sure.”
I thought that maybe afterwards I could
call to ask if I could come empty the trash
cans. Bob introduced me to everybody and
before I knew it, my mentor, morning guy

little news booth, and Will said, “You mean
to tell me you’ve never been on the radio
before?” I said, “Sir, I’ve never been in a radio
station before.” He said, “My goodness, boy,
you’re better than I am right now.” What a
great piece of confidence to give to a kid.
Because of that opportunity, I never turn
down a chance to let any young person come
in and shadow me. And when I hear talent, I

I wish I could get to know every listener.
One of the good things about WGAR is
that we’re all over the place with personal
appearances. When I do go out, I treat
my listeners like they’re gods. My mom
and dad raised my sister and me to treat
everybody nicely. It’s the simple Golden
Rule; that’s all there is to it. When it
comes to the charities, I can’t be guilt-free

”

I’ve always had pride in my work, but
never really got into the business to win
awards; I did it just to have fun.

I wouldn’t be in radio if it weren’t for my
childhood friend, Gary West. When I was 16,
Gary told me, “I’m doing news on WSRW.”
This was back in the days when you could
walk in and be given a chance to read a
newscast for the disc jockey. I began to listen
to Gary, and thought, “I can do that too.” My
father’s boss at the bank, Bob Hodson, did a

A Few More Years In Radio, And Your
Hair Will Be Grey, Too: Kenny Rogers
compares beauty secrets with Chuck
in October 1989.

Will Parr, stuck some news headlines in my
hand, and told me, “Go in there and read ’em.”
So I did. Then they gave me a 60-second live
commercial. Then Will said, “OK, you’re
going to read these headlines on the air at
9:30.” And I’m going, “What?” But I knew if
Gary could do it, I could, too. Not to brag, but
I knocked it out, just perfect. I got out of the

I Hear You Singing In
The Wire: In 1973, with
Glen Campbell. Note
the handy comb in
Chuck’s pocket.

Love That Two-Tone Denim: Nothing
could keep Reba from stopping by
WGAR to see Chuck in the mid-’80s.

always build them up as high as I can. By the
way, Will is still doing mornings at WSRW, 53
years later.
You listened to everything the summer of
‘65 because you didn’t get that much record
service and you might find something you
liked. I was 18 and working at WMWM/
Wilmington, OH, a 1-kw station in a town of
less than 10,000 people. One day, a copy of
“Flowers On The Wall” by this group called
the Statler Brothers came in. I put that thing
on, and was taken by the incredible harmony
of Lew DeWitt and Don Reid. I played it the
whole summer.
When September came and I went off to
college, I tossed it in the back, thinking it
would never amount to anything. But that
December, I turned the radio on, and there
was the song I had played back in June! [Ed.
note: “Flowers” charted September 25, 1965.]
Of course, the rest is history: not only did it
became a No. 1 country hit, but a huge Top 40
hit, too. All I can say is that I was for sure one
of the first DJs, and could have been the first,
to ever play a Statler Brothers song in the U.S.
Rick Rockhill brought Kenny Chesney to
see us back when he was on Capricorn. I always
roll out the red carpet for the artists, no matter
who they are. I know I would be scared out of
my mind going to see radio people because you
don’t know how they’re going to treat you, so I
always try to put people at ease and give them
encouragement. We weren’t the first, but we
were one of the first to play Kenny’s records,
and he’s never forgotten that. When Capricorn
went belly up, I remember thinking, “Aw, that
nice little fella from down there in Tennessee.
I’ll bet that’s the last we hear from him.”

and turn something down. If somebody
asks, I’m there, and I feel good doing it.
Bill Anderson once told me, “If you’re
lucky enough to do something you love
so much that you’d do it for free, and by
honing your craft somebody pays you a
decent paycheck for it, you’ve really never
worked a day in your life.” Doing charity
work is sort of a way of being thankful for
the blessings I’ve had.
Winning the Marconi was special, but...I
think they looked at the longevity factor
and said, “Oh, my goodness. This guy has
been there a long time. Maybe we ought to
give it to him before he dies.”
My all-time favorite on-air memory was
when Lon Helton called last October 17
on a Friday afternoon and told me I was
going into the Country Disc Jockey Hall
of Fame. I’m pretty naïve, and Lon called
to supposedly talk about the Reba concert
coming to town. PD Brian Jennings and
Lon really pulled one on me.

Being inducted is the highlight of my career.
On my refrigerator, held by a little magnet,
is the official invite that the CRB sent
over. Last night, I took it out and read it
again. I still can’t believe it, after all these
years in the business. I’ve always had
pride in my work, but never really got into
the business to win awards; I did it just
to have fun. But I really appreciate it so
much. It’s like, is that a typo or what? It’s
been somewhat euphoric, to be honest. I’ve
never been to the Hall of Fame induction
dinner — this will be my first. I can only
imagine what it’s like. 		
CAC
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Gerry
House

More Than Meets The Ear
Songwriter, musician, television writer and iconic
morning personality Gerry House is a creative
and complex man who almost defies description.
Influenced by Cincinnati’s many great DJs and
supported through the years by colleagues including
Geoff Armstrong, Randy Bongarten, John Cullen,
Steve Hicks, John King, college instructor Jim
Ridings and Dr. Bob Singer, House has anchored
the multiple-award-winning House Foundation on
WSIX/Nashville for nearly three decades. While
working with Mike Bohan, Al Voecks, Duncan Stewart
and producer Richard Falklen, House also responds to the instincts and
insights of his wife and childhood sweetheart, Allyson, and daughter,
Autumn, a VP at Capitol/Nashville. He experienced a major health scare
several years ago, but today is unquestionably at the top of his game.
I was a real radical in college. At the time,
I wanted to burn down all the buildings. My
first time in a radio station was as a junior
reading an editorial on the air. I asked,
“What’d you think?” The guy said, “I think
your editorial sucked, but I like the way
you read.” I immediately threw all my
politics out the window and said, “Great!
What can I do?”

“

My first job in radio lasted one day. I was
in mornings at WPFB/Middletown, OH and
got a call from WCBR/Richmond, KY, which
would allow Allyson and me to be together
while she was in school. WCBR was a 250watt daytimer paying $105 a week. The owner,
a minister, would ask each week I needed my
check or if I wanted to give it to the Lord. And
I’d say, “I think I need the check more than the

I’m interested in finance, movies, world
affairs, cultural things and I’m a big fan of
Eastern religions. Taylor Swift made me a
painting of a little heart flying away. On it,
it said, “I want you to know that you made
a difference.” I wrote her back, “Don’t be
afraid to change. There’s a Hindu proverb that
says, ‘If nothing ever changed, there’d be no
butterflies.’” Well, apparently that just knocked

People do a lot of weird things. They
may be calling from a hospital bed or
standing knee-deep in a septic tank.

My dad looked at my college courses: Western
Civilization, French, Political Science. He was an
electrician, didn’t graduate from high school and
had no idea what that stuff was. “Son,” he said,
“do you realize you’re not taking one electricity
course?” And I said, “Yeah, they don’t teach
electricity.” He said, “They don’t teach electricity?!
Well, how are you ever going to make a living?”

Lord does.” We were just broke. I used to take
promotional copies and walk around Richmond
trying to sell them to make money.
“These are the weirdest songs I’ve ever
heard.” When I came to Nashville, I played
my songs for a publisher who said that to me.
I left, kind of dejected, and walked down to
MCA Music. I went in and played
them for what turned out to be Ray
Stevens’s brother, John Ragsdale.
He said, “These are great!” and I
signed with them. Right after that I
wrote a song the Oak Ridge Boys
recorded, and got an advance. Allyson
and I lived in this little house out
in Hermitage, and we opened the
envelope on the porch. It was for
$1,500, and we were jumping up and
down ... I’d never seen that kind of
money in one check.

Barely Getting By: Inspired by Burt Reynolds’
centerfold in Cosmo, House released his own version
in 1973. “I thought I had bought all these up,” he says.

Going Nuts: House with Ray Stevens
and rodent friend plugging the song
“Mississippi Squirrel Revival.” “One of the
most talented people I ever met,” House
says. “He also has one of the worst golf
swings in America.”
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are like before, during and after being on
the air. Everybody has their role. Al’s a
curmudgeon and drinks too much. Duncan’s
kind of disoriented, Bohan’s very cheap and
Richard’s very nailed down. And it’s all based
on reality. I always envision people sort of
eavesdropping. Allyson’s vet actually said the
greatest thing: “I love listening to those guys.
They sound like brothers. They fight and they

What you hear on The House
Foundation is very much what our
relationships and conversations

Whoever’s In Nashville: Autumn House,
Allyson House, Reba and House on Labor Day
1999 at Reba’s place. Splashing in the pool
(not shown) was Hillary Scott, later of Lady
Antebellum, who was about 12 at the time.

don’t agree, and they love each other.” That’s
what I want.
My best experiences have just been with
normal people who call in – prodding them.
People do a lot of weird things, and the
funniest things pop out. When they’re calling
on a cell phone, they may be in a hospital bed
or standing knee-deep in a septic tank.
I used to get political on the air, and have a
degree in political science. About five years
ago a guy called me up, and said, “You know,
dude, I don’t listen to you to hear CNN. If I
want that, I’ll turn it on.” At first, it kind of
upset me. And then I thought, “You know, he’s
right.” It’s one of the best programming calls
I ever got. Leading up to the election I had a
call from a woman who said, “You’re such a
Republican. I’m so sick of hearing that crap,
I wish you’d stop it.” And the very next caller
said, “You’re such a Democrat. Why are you
that way?” I thought, “Hmm, I’ve done my job.
They were both upset with me.”
The luck involved with my brain thing was
unbelievable. I had about 20 minutes left …
I was right down against it. I just happened
to call Allyson, she happened to answer the
phone. She never answers it, and doesn’t
even have it turned on half the time. She
called 911 or I would have laid on the floor
and died.
I quit doing my Maurice character after
that because it took so much to do — about
an hour to 90 minutes a day for 90 seconds –
and I wanted that time back. I thought, “The
world’s not going to end if I don’t do this
character anymore,” and I was right, it didn’t.
In fact, the ratings went up afterwards.

”

her out. It was [only] because I read some
Hindu poets — a lot of times looking for song
ideas — but it surfaced there.

The night my father died, I decided to do
my show the next day. People were kind of
mystified about it. They said, “You know, I
would have fallen apart.” But I needed that
structure of seeing the guys, doing the show
and then saying, “I have to go up to my father’s
funeral now.” I needed to compartmentalize it,
to get up and just go do it. It’s an odd dynamic,
but it really helped me.
My mom lived near Cincinnati. When I
was on WSM-AM, a 50-kw clear channel
station, it was the only time in my career
that she was ever able to hear me, weather
conditions being correct. I’d call her and
say, “Did you hear the show? What’d
you think?” She was on my show a lot
in the ‘80s. And she said, “No, honey,
it faded out. It just kept getting weaker
and weaker. I guess a lot of people were
listening to the show today between you
and me.” She thought that too many
people were listening, and all the radios
sucked the signal out of the sky by the
time it got to her. She said, “There were
a lot of people tuned in today because I
could barely hear you.”

Being inducted is fabulous. I had some
trepidation about it because it makes you kind
of feel like you’re done. But Allyson said, “No,
dummy, it means that people really like what
you did, so go down there and accept it with
grace,” which I will do. It’s a grand moment
and hopefully a grand night, and is something
I’ll feel good about forever.
CAC

Bob
McKay

Making Radio Larger Than Life
Country Radio Hall of Famer Bob McKay
may be “retiring” at the end of this year,
but don’t look for him in the bingo parlor.
He’ll be sought after for his trailblazing
knowledge of PPM, for keeping Beasley’s
WXTU/Philadelphia on the cutting edge
of contemporary Country radio since
2000, as well as prior triumphs at WBCS/
Milwaukee, KCBQ/San Diego and WKIS/
Miami, among others. Talk about work ethic:
Bob lives by the words of his late mentor,
John Bayliss, who told him, “Bobby, my boy,
these paychecks don’t come gift-wrapped.”
Tech-savvy, always evolving, communitydriven and competitive, the East Liverpool,
Ohio native personifies the modern-day
programmer, even after more than 40 years
in the business.
In high school I used to drive to the highest
point in our area to listen to WKYC/Cleveland,
WLS/Chicago, Philadelphia stations and,
on a good night, WABC/New York. I loved
everything about the magic coming out of
that radio, but never envisioned doing it until
Armed Forces Radio in 1965. I was stationed in
Guam with the Air Force, decrypting messages
as a communications specialist during the

“

In 1967, I was sent to Minot, ND, a place
I didn’t know even existed. I applied for a
job at the local AM Top 40 radio station,
KCJB, and they told me to get my thirdclass FCC license. I did and got hired for
$1.25 an hour, but I would have worked for
nothing. We had news, weather and farm
reports, and between all of that we played
rock and roll music.

Kevin Metheny replaced me at WKY, and
through him I got to know is dad, Terrell
Metheny, who ran WBCS/Milwaukee. I always
had a great fondness and appreciation for
Country. I had just never done it, as I had come
up through the apex of so much great popular
music. It was now 1978, and disco was coming
on, and I wasn’t seeing much future doing that.
But Terrell had the same concerns anybody

In 1992, Hurricane Andrew wiped out Dade
County; it looked like a war zone. Within two
weeks, we put together a concert at the Miami
Arena with all the proceeds benefiting the Red
Cross. Sawyer Brown, Alabama, Pam Tillis,
Mark Chesnutt, Randy Travis and others
couldn’t say yes fast enough. Alabama, who
were in Colorado Springs for a gig that night,
chartered a plane, flew to Miami, opened the

”

I’ve had a really wonderful career, made
great friendships, worked for great
companies and am very fortunate.

Vietnam War. AFR was great because you
experienced all the different music formats,
learned to read PSAs and re-enlistment
promos; you learned about everything.
That’s when I fell in love with radio and
never looked back.

The Evolution-ary PD:
Bob McKay (third from
left) gets a little lovin’,
touchin’, squeezin’ from
his friends in Journey on
their bus in 1977. Bob
was awarded a platinum
album for helping break
the San Francisco group
nationwide.
Got Any Extra TV
Dinners? When Bob
joined Swanson’s KLEO/
Wichita as PD in ‘78, he
received this personal
note from one of the
biggest names in the
business.
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I became totally consumed by the radio
business and, after a year doing 7-midnight, I
answered an ad for the 9pm-midnight shift at
WKY/Oklahoma City. I got the job, and for
someone with only a year’s experience, that
was really a monster leap at the time.
WKY PD Danny
Williams changed
my name to Tripp
Summers; I became
“The Night Tripper.”
About 30 years later,
I’m backstage at a
Garth Brooks concert
in Miami. One of the
record guys said, “You
need to tell Garth you
were The Night Tripper
at WKY. I think he
might remember you.”
So I said to Garth, “I
don’t think this means
anything, but back in
1969 and 1970 I was
The Night Tripper on
WKY in Oklahoma
City.” He said, “You’re
kidding me! You’re
The Night Tripper?
Tripp Summers?” I
said, “Yeah, man.” He
gave me a big hug, a
high-five, then another
hug, and said he used to
listen to us every night
with his little earpiece
on his transistor radio
when he was eight years
old. That moment made
me feel 10,000 feet high.

would: “Are you sure you really want this?” I said,
“Absolutely. I want to experience this, I want to make
this work and I want to really work for you.” It was
Terrell who gave me my first entrée into Country.
I enjoyed going up against market-dominant
KSON/San Diego while at KCBQ because I
had a great airstaff: Charlie & Harrigan, Bill
Moffat, Shotgun Tom Kelly, Ed Chandler
and Bozo from Miami. We gave KSON all
they could handle, and beat them three out of
four books.
Lon Helton, Charlie Cook, Rusty Walker
– we all went to school on Bob Pittman, as
what he did at WMAQ/Chicago in the mid’70s was pretty phenomenal. Most of us were
in contemporary radio, and back then, Country
radio was really lazy, kind of like a Hee Haw
station. At different points in time, we all put
structure on Country radio with bigger-thanlife promotions and promos.
Those tighter, consistent formatics and
Bill Drake philosophies came right from the
bedrock of Top 40. Executing the Country
format at KCBQ with those personalities, who
were predisposed with those instincts anyway,
made it a lot better and much easier.
Marc and Greg Oswald were volunteer
firemen in San Diego, and they first went to
KSON with a concert promotion but couldn’t
get past the receptionist. Then they came to
us. We didn’t really have to give these guys
the time of day, but something about them
was good; you could feel that vibe. We agreed
they’d take all the risk on paying talent, and
we’d give the promotional support. We put
together a concert on the U.S.S. Kitty Hawk
with Hank, Jr., and [for Marc and Greg], the
rest is history.

show, did an hour and 10 minutes, and then
flew back – all at their own expense. Everyone
pulled together for free – the city, the police,
the security, the artists – and we raised about
$150,000. It was just amazing, and you can’t
ever forget that.

Our 2001 WXTU Chili Cook-off took
place right after 9/11, on October 4, and the
lineup was as good as it gets: Keith Urban,
Montgomery Gentry, Phil Vassar, Brooks &
Dunn and Martina McBride. Normally, when
an act finishes performing, they do a meet-andgreet, take some pictures and leave. But I asked
everybody if they’d stay to the end because we
were going to have onstage three firemen coming
down from New York, plus five from Philadelphia
who were there on 9/11. The artists didn’t even
bat an eye; they all agreed to stay all day. By the
end of Brooks & Dunn’s second encore, the place
was going crazy. And then, right at sunset, Martina
walked out and starts to sing “God Bless America”
a capella. Montgomery Gentry came out, then
Phil Vassar, and then they all came out, singing
in unison. Kix jumped into the audience with the
flag, with people holding him up, and he then was
returned to the stage with the flag and the firemen.
It was magic, absolutely exquisite and literally
brought tears to your eyes. It was probably the best
moment of my career.

Speechless, stunned and exhilarated. Those
are the emotions I ran through when I was
told I was going into the Country Radio Hall of
Fame. I still can’t kind of believe it. I’ve had a
really wonderful career, made great friendships,
worked for great companies and am very
fortunate. The biggest thing is that our kids are
well adjusted, despite all the moving around that
we did. I couldn’t be happier.
CAC

Moon
Mullins

Shining In Power Rotation
Growing up in Lubbock, Emmett “Moon” Mullins thought he’d either be in radio, a
psychiatrist or in a funeral home. “That’s why I did so well as a music director -- I could
really recognize a stiff,” he quips. Fortunately for all of us, Moon, who took his air
name from a comic strip, chose broadcasting. Starting at a small-market daytimer in
rural Texas that led to his hometown KLLL, Moon advanced
to PD at KCKN (now KFKF)/Kansas City, KFDI/Wichita,
WINN/Louisville, WDAF/Kansas City and, eventually, WHN/
New York. He subsequently formed an eight-year consulting
partnership with Jeff Pollack in 1988, based in Nashville.
After recovering from a near-fatal heart attack in 1994,
Moon maintained a steady pace consulting, later becoming
Group Format PD for Journal in 1999. He observes, “When
I started there, we had 13 stations. When I left, we had five,
so I did a great job.” One of a handful of people who’ve
attended every CRS, Moon moved back to small market
radio in 2005 as OM/PD and morning co-host for Regent’s
Country WBKR/Owensboro, KY and News/Talk WOMI. And
Mullins with Linda Ronstadt
if you ask him, Moon would say he’s happier than ever.
My first recollection of being interested in
radio came through my older brother, Don.
He used to sit and talk into a wire recorder
(before tape recorders became available) and
I would watch him, intrigued. When he went
into the Air Force, he left me his recorder, and
I would play with it. Eventually he sent me a
tape recorder from Germany, and I still have
some of those tapes.

“

Riddle and Terry Belyeu, and would go
watch them through a showcase window at
KLLL. Terry and Snuff would come out to talk
with me and give me records. I took speech
courses in junior high, entered an Optimists
Club speaking contest and won the Texas State
Championship. There was an ad in the paper
for a radio announcer at KKAL/Denver City,
TX, about 55 miles from Lubbock, for $1.25

I got fired from both KDST/Big Spring
and KECK/Odessa, but the people firing
me helped me get on KLLL, the favorite
hometown station of my family. And it was
Country. I believe that I was the guy who
replaced Cherokee Dave Orrell, who replaced
Waylon Jennings on-air. It was really the
first station of any consequence I’d worked
for. Being on the top of a 20-story building,

going to be the B-side. But I thought, “Oh,
man, this is just great” – a live version of what
we played at KLLL when it was on Sun. So
they put “Folsom Prison Blues” out and, of
course, it was huge.

”

Olivia Newton-John came to Louisville
in ‘74 for a concert. A bunch of the WINN
jocks wanted to get together to go meet her.

Being on the top of a 20-story building,
looking out over the flat plains of
Lubbock, Texas ... it was like being a king.

I used to make my friends sit outside
with their ear to one end of a garden hose,
while I talked into the other end. Of course, I
listened to the great Lubbock DJs like Snuff
Garrett, Don Bowman, Gene Price, Sam

an hour. I went on at 9am and worked until we
went off the air at sunset, however long it was.
Owner Cal McAdams later told his wife
about me, “He’s only 15, but something just
tells me to hire him anyway.” I dropped out of
school in 10th
grade to take
the job, and my
folks didn’t like
it. My father had
told my mother,
“Don’t you be
lettin’ him go
off down there
and interview
for that job.”
But she couldn’t
stop me; I knew
radio was what I
wanted to do.

I’ll Do Right Bayou: Enjoying
the Big Easy are T.G. Sheppard,
Tammy Wynette, Moon,
WDAF/Kansas City Promotion
Director Denise Galvin and
Eddie Rabbitt at the 1983
World’s Fair in New Orleans.

Is This Thing On? Six-year-old radio
pro Mullins takes an interview on
hometown KSEL/Lubbock by
“Hi-Pockets” Duncan.
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Go Ahead, Make My Day: And Clint Eastwood
did, hanging with Moon at the 1978 premiere
of Every Which Way But Loose in Dallas.

looking out over the flat plains of Lubbock,
Texas ... it was like being a king.
By then I had gotten up to maybe $90 a
week. On February 22, 1966, I was watching
Dr. Kildare, and Ted Cramer called, wanting
to know if I would come do the night show for
him at KCKN/Kansas City. He said, “It’ll be
one-eight-five and we pay twice a month.” My
wife and I were jumping and dancing for joy,
and then she said, “Well, is that an hour or a
week?” So I called him back, and I said, “This
one-eighty-five...is that, uh, paid every week
or every two weeks?” He said, “That’s every
week.” Oh, God, that was wonderful.
Ted mentored me more in the major market
ways in production and microphone technique,
and the ability to communicate naturally, being
nice to listeners and not taking any kind of
attitude. I taught him some things I’d learned
from Sky Corbin at KLLL, such as how
country music should be sequentially played
in rotation to keep listeners from becoming
fatigued. Most stations back then didn’t care,
they just played whatever showed up.
I was the first to play “Harper Valley PTA”
and “Folsom Prison Blues” as MD in 1967.
The first time I heard them, I knew they were
hits. It was fun talking with the label people
and helping them choose singles. We were
maybe the only station taking a pro-active
approach with them to break records. We
worked with the distributors, record shops and
labels to coordinate releases so they’d break
out of Kansas City, and a lot of tunes did.
Producer Bob Johnston sent me two acetates:
one was “The Folk Singer,” a darn good song.
The other side was “Folsom Prison Blues,”
which he sent as kind of a fluke because it was

I said, “She doesn’t want to meet us.” But in
a newspaper interview that came out the next
day, she had said, “While I’m in America one
of the many things I want to do is be sure to
talk to all the Country disk jockeys who have
played my songs!” So I missed out on that,
huh? Never did meet her.

We were almost always No. 1 at WDAF, so
whenever the book came out, I just wanted to
rub it in everybody’s face, just for one day.
So a fellow that worked for me, Richard
Ward Fatherly, came into my office one day
and said, “How’s everything at the Flatland
Godzilla?” I thought, “That’s it!” So I sent
the line off to Charlie Van Dyke, who we
used in later years, and he just delivered a
beautiful rendering on it. And every time the
advance numbers would come out and we’d
be No. 1, we’d run that for 24 hours.
At WHN, I was told to critique Gary
Thorne by GM Ruth Meyer. He was our
color guy covering the Mets and she wanted
me to call and assess a couple of things she
wanted him to do. It was just silly because
he was great. So I called him, introduced
myself, and told him I was to evaluate the
job he’s doing. He said, “Fine! Well, Moon,
what do you think?” I just said, “You’re
doing a great job, man. Keep it up.” That
was the end of the critique. Of course,
Gary’s still going strong.
Going into the Hall of Fame is going to be
an emotional night. My mother passed away
in August ’06, so she won’t see it happen.
But I think she knows it, and I think what
means more to me than anything else is what
it would have meant to her.
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Shelia Shipley Biddy
Passion + Compassion = Leadership

President’s
Award
One of the industry’s most respected
executives, Shipley Biddy was the first woman
to head a Nashville-based record company as
SVP/GM of Decca Records. Her five-year run
at Decca followed a decade at MCA Nashville,
where she rose through the ranks to SVP/
National Promotion working for Bruce Hinton,
and an earlier stint at RCA Nashville, where
she considered Joe Galante a mentor. She
brings a thoughtful, big-picture perspective
to every project, and most don’t know she
is a poet who also has been working on an
autobiography she intends to see published someday. With a career
overflowing with leadership and community service achievements,
Shipley Biddy today dedicates her estimable experience and business
skills as manager of artist management firm Hallmark Direction Co. and
President of Stringtown Records.
I should have died, and almost did, during
a gall bladder operation at 25. I’m a very
spiritual person, and my prayer was that if
there were something God still wanted me to
do, He would let me live. I think that prayer
was answered. I look back at this industry and
the lives I’ve influenced, and hopefully not just
professionally – people I’ve counseled about a
broken marriage, problems with children and
their spirituality. That’s what you get when you
work with me. It’s a full-service friendship.
I didn’t like the record, and didn’t think it
was a hit. This was when I was at RCA, and I
had called Barry Mardit. He asked if I liked this
record I was promoting. I’m thinking, “What do I
say?” So I said, “Well, you know what? Honestly,
I don’t. But I hear a lot of things on the radio that
I don’t personally care for. It’s my job to get them
exposed to the public and then see if they’ll work.
So if you were to play it and you got phones on it
and it worked, we’d build a story and we’d break
the record. If it doesn’t work, then I have done
my job by trying to get you to give it a chance.”
And Barry added it! He said, “I have never
had a promotion person be that honest with me.
I’m going to put it on and give it a week.”
MCA was looking for a new VP in 1985.
I was talking to regionals kind of
“underground,” giving them direction on
how to work things. A few months go by and
Bruce Hinton walks into my office and says,
“Which would you rather do, retail promotion

So many young executives who worked with
me have gone to better positions. That’s one
of the things I’m most proud of. David Haley,
Scott Borchetta, Larry Hughes, Denise
Roberts, Rick Baumgartner, John Lytle, Lee
Adams, Jimmy Rector, and there are more. If
you were to ask what I looked for in all these
people, it’s that they cared. This was not just a
job; this was their life.
I’ll promote somebody’s else’s record if
it’s a hit. On conference calls I’d ask the staff,
“What are you hearing a buzz on?” Once they
started telling me about this Doug Stone record,
“I’d Be Better Off (In A Pine Box).” I said, “If
you hear a great song that deserves to be heard,
say good things about it, whether it’s yours or
somebody else’s.” About a week passed and
[then-Epic executive] Joe Casey calls [thenMCA/Nashville President Jimmy] Bowen
and says, “What is Shelia up to?” Bowen says,
“What do you mean?” He says, “Her staff is
saying stuff about this Doug Stone record. She’s
up to something!”

Rides Of Passage: MCA’s Tony Brown, Bruce Hinton, Scott Borchetta,
Shelia and manager Erv Woolsey commemorate the re-signing of
George Strait by presenting him with a handsome monogrammed
saddle. They also gave him a horse to go with it, delivered later to his
ranch in Texas.
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or radio promotion?” I said, “Definitely radio
promotion. I love radio guys, and connect
with them.” He said, “Then why don’t you
consider taking this job?” And I said, “You
don’t want a woman in this position. There’s
never been one who’s ever been successful.
The guys will give you a lot of grief for
working for a woman. He said, “You don’t
understand. They want you in this job.” I said,
“All of them?” He said, “Yeah.”

If you’re out
on the road and
you’ve got Reba
or George, and
there’s a young
act backstage
standing by
themselves like
a deer in the
headlights, walk
over and see if
you can help. I
can’t tell you how
many times I’ve
told regionals that.
Introduce them
to a radio station.
You never know
where that act is

“If you hear a great song
that deserves to be heard,
say good things about it,
whether it’s your record
or somebody else’s.”

going to be; one day they may come to you,
and they’ll always remember that kindness.

Gary Allan and Lee Ann Womack have
to be my most satisfying artist development
successes. Bruce, Mark Wright and I flew
to L.A. to see Gary play. [Curb’s] Dick
Whitehouse was there, and Mark asked me
to talk to Gary to keep Dick away from him;
he was afraid Dick would offer a deal. So
Gary asks, “If I sign with Decca, what would
you change about me?” I said, “Why would
I want to change you? Labels do too much
of that. You’ll change yourself through the
years as you transition with your music and
have success. A label’s job is to buy into
who you are, and use its talent, expertise and
relationships to expose that to the public. I
don’t want to change anything. I love what I
see.” He later said that was one of the reasons
he signed with us.
With Lee Ann, it was specifically against the
thoughts of other people at the label because
she was so traditional, but we saw something.
I watched her grow so much, and people like
Ronnie Dunn and Alan Jackson called to say
they loved this girl. To me, the vision for Decca
was that it needed to carry the heritage of what
it had been before. Owen Bradley paid me a
high compliment, saying, “If anyone is going to
reactivate Decca Records, I’m glad it’s you.”
MCA and Decca were the best 15 years
of my life. I never went home before 8pm.
The merger was just a business decision that
had to be made, and for a number of years it
was very difficult to watch the ACM or CMA
Awards. I’d cry every time I saw George,
Reba, Trisha, Lee Ann or Vince – it was just
gut-wrenching to watch because I wasn’t part
of it anymore.

Lip Service: “I worked with Waylon at RCA
and he was always so wonderful to me. I
used to hold Shooter in my arms and he
would grab my chest. Waylon would always
say, ‘A man after my own heart.’ In 1985, I
promoted his “Rose In Paradise.” It lost its
bullet twice, and we still took it to No. 1 –
Waylon’s first No. 1 single in 10 years.” This
photo is from the No. 1 party.

I was overwhelmed when I was told CRB
wanted to present me with the President’s
Award. It is probably the biggest honor anyone
has ever paid me, and came at a point where I
really needed it. The last 10 years have been
filled with a lot of doubt...you question your
worth. But this award is a benchmark for me
to say, “Well, I did contribute, and there are
others outside those who worked with me
who know I was involved and tried to further
the interests of both radio and records.”It is a
huge honor.			
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new face book
H

undreds of country artists have graced the New Faces stage. Some
of them twice. An accounting of every one sounds like an enormous
task...until you actually do it and realize the word “enormous”
doesn’t quite measure up.
Still, the Country Aircheck team dug in and tracked down as many as
possible. We asked a few for their memories of the experience. For others,
we were barely able to find biographical information. And we skipped the
details on artists who are still active. (If you need us to explain George Strait,
for instance, you’re probably reading the wrong publication.) Enjoy.

1970

Jack Barlow: He charted with
hits like “Baby, Ain’t That Love”
and “Birmingham Blues,” but by
the mid-’70s Barlow had become the nationally
famous voice of Big Red chewing gum. He
went on to do countless jingles and voiceovers
for Dollar General, Bob Evans, Kraft and even
Billy Beer. These days the Ohio native is living
in Linden, TN.
Jamie Kaye: Kaye was still in high school
when she performed at New Faces. After
signing with Mercury and failing to chart,
she resurfaced as a member of Dave &
Sugar in 1979 and left the group in late 1980.

resides in Nashville, still tours and will
receive a star in the Hollywood Walk of
Fame in October, 2009.
Bobby Harden: Starting out with his two
sisters as the pop-singing Harden Trio,
Harden cracked the country Top 50 back
in 1975 with “One Step” before going on to
write many hits, including Mark Chesnutt’s
“Too Cold at Home.” Harden passed away
in 2006. He was 70.
Murry Kellum: The Jackson, TN native’s
highest-charting country effort was a 1971
cover of Three Dog Night’s “Joy to the
World.” In 1990, the 47-year-old singer was
killed in a plane crash.

Peggy Little: Raised in Waco, TX, Little is
Karen Kelly: “Let Me Go, Lover” on Capitol best known for her sophomore single from
was her only charting single, peaking in 1970. 1969, “Sweet Baby Girl.”
Bill Rice: Before he teamed
up with Jerry Foster to write
the long string of hits that
would land them both in the
Songwriters Hall of Fame,
Bill Rice broke through to the Top 40 with
“Travelin’ Minstrel Man.” These days, Rice
lives in Cocoa Beach, FL and travels to
Lynda K. Lance: She toured Vietnam and the Nashville regularly. Among the hists he
wrote are “Someone To Give My Love To,”
late, great Dottie West was her maid of honor,
“I’m Not That Lonely Yet” and “’Til A Tear
but the Pennsylvania native only managed to
Becomes A Rose.”
reach the lower regions of the chart.
Wayne Kemp: His biggest hit as an artist was
1973’s “Honky Tonk Wine,” but Kemp, who’s still
going strong, went on to become a Songwriters
Hall of Fame member, writing classics including
George Strait’s “The Fireman” and Johnny
Paycheck’s “The Only Hell (My Momma Ever
Raised).” He lives in Lafayette, TN.

LaWanda Lindsey: Florida native Lindsey
began recording at 14 and was only 17
when she performed at New Faces. That
same year, she enjoyed her biggest hit,
“Pickin’ Wild Mountain Berries.” She retired
from the business in 1979.

Bobby G. Rice: Rice is best known for his
1972 Top 5 single, “You Lay So Easy On
My Mind.”

Earl Richards: By the time he hit the New
Faces stage back in 1971, Texas native
Richards had already played with Bob Wills
Dee Mullins: The Texas native responded and the Texas Playboys and the late, great
Buddy Holly.
to Jeannie C. Riley’s biggest hit with “The
Known around Nashville as “Snake”
Continuing Story Of Harper Valley PTA.”
Richards, the singer/songwriter was one busy
She passed away in 1991.
guy back in the late ’60s and early ’70s, writing
hit songs, working on his own major label
Norro Wilson: Long before
career, acting in TV dramas like Cheyenne,
he started writing timeless
country songs like “The Most Sugarfoot and Surfside Six, and starring in
Beautiful Girl” and “The Grand B movies like The Girl From Tobacco Row.
These days the 69-year-old is enjoying
Tour” and producing hits for everyone
semi-retirement with his wife, children and
from John Anderson to Kenny Chesney,
grandchildren in Goodlettsville, TN.
Wilson had his heart set on being a star.
“I’ve always been as much of a homebody
And as the first artist on the bill at the
as I could be, especially raising kids,” Richards
first-ever New Faces Show back in 1970,
says. “I’m still involved in the publishing and
Wilson was the star. “I was the first one,
the writers. I started a song this week called
and I was chosen to be the favorite that
first year,” Wilson recalls. “When I did that ’Dreams Never Die.’ To still be enjoying life this
show I’d already been on Hickory Records, much, what greater attribute could there be.
Monument Records, Decca, MGM, Smash, Life is good in Goodlettsville.”
Capitol and RCA, damn near every label in
Little David Wilkins: As the writer of
the city.”
Now semi-retired and living in Nashville, Brenda Lee’s “Coming On Strong,” portly
piano-pounding powerhouse Wilkins
the much-loved Music Row figure offers
already had a big hit under his belt when
the kind of perspective that only time can
he performed as a Playboy recording
provide. “After having been a producer
artist at New Faces. Over the course of
over the years, I realized I didn’t have that
his career, the Tennessee native enjoyed
fabulous vocal sound or that unique vocal
quality,” he says. “Then again, I don’t think a few hits of own, including “One Monkey
Don’t Stop No Show” and “Butter Beans,”
it’s ever been about the artists; it’s always
while his songs were cut by hit artists
been about the hits.”
including Percy Sledge, Barbara Mandrell
and Charley Pride. He was inducted into
the International Rockabilly Hall of Fame
in 2007. “We didn’t have the Internet back
Crystal Gayle: She was a regular
then, so radio was the only way we could
presence on Country – and pop – radio
from the ’70s right through the ’80s. Gayle get the music out there,” Wilkins recalls

314 performers,
39 years, 1 stage

Requests
3 friend requests

from his home in Nashville.
“The New Faces Show had
all those radio people, and
I made a lot of friends. I do
remember they had me use
the staff band, and I was
suffering some anxiety over not being able
to use my band.”

1972

Connie Eaton: The Nashville native started
her country career as a teenager and hit the
country Top 40 with her cover of the Merilee
Rush pop hit, “Angel Of The Morning.”
Eaton retired from the industry in the late
’70s and succumbed to cancer in 1999. She
was 49.
Jerry Foster: He charted four singles as
an artist, but Foster’s biggest contribution
has been his songwriting. With partner
Bill Rice, this Songwriters Hall of Fame
member wrote hits for countless country
artists. He’s still writing and performing
in Nashville. Among the hits he wrote are
“Here Comes the Hurt Again,” “I’ll Think of
Something” and “When Your Good Love
Was Mine.”
Dicky Lee: A longtime familiar face along
Music Row, Lee’s artist career took off with
melodramatic teenage love song “Patches”
and had huge Country hits with “Rocky” and
“9,999,999 Tears.” The Songwriters Hall
of Fame member wrote the George Jones
classic, “She Thinks I Still Care.”
Jim Mundy: Oklahoma’s
Mundy went all the way No.
13 with his debut single,
“The River’s Too Wide,”
but it was all downhill for
the rest of his chart run.
He went on to big success, however,
writing and singing commercial jingles

for Nestea, Miller Beer, Pizza Hut and
Union 76, among others.
Jeanne Pruett: Alabama native Pruett
enjoyed a solid string of hits from the early
’70s right into the ’80s including the No.
1 smash, “Satin Sheets.” Pruett is based
outside of Nashville and is still active as a
performer and as a member of the Grand
Ole Opry.
Mel Street: West Virginian Street racked
up a long string of hits throughout the ’70s,
including the classic, “Borrowed Angel,”
before taking his own life in 1978.

1973

O.B. McClinton: He used to call himself the
“Chocolate Cowboy,” but the groundbreaking
African-American artist got his start as a
songwriter on the R&B side of the fence.
When he appeared at New Faces, the
Mississippi native was riding high with “Don’t
Let the Green Grass Fool You.” McClinton
died of cancer in 1987.
Pat Roberts: Seattle native Roberts
enjoyed a Top 40 single with his debut, a
remake of the pop hit, “Rhythm of the Rain.”
Johnny Rodriguez: Texan Rodriguez
enjoyed six No. 1 singles over the course
of his long career, including “Ridin’ My
Thumb To Mexico.” He’s still in Texas
recording and touring.
Johnny Russell: Singer/
songwriter/comedian/
entertainer Russell wrote
“Act Naturally,” recorded
by Buck Owens and the
Beatles, and became a fan favorite, a
Grand Ole Opry fixture and a member of
the Songwriters Hall of Fame before his
passing in 2001.

Little David Wilkins

1971
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Red Steagall: These days
he’s known as “America’s
Favorite Cowboy Poet,” but
back in the ’70s, with hits
“Lone Star Beer and Bob Wills
Music” and “Party Dolls and Wine,” Steagall
was a country star. “I remember all of it,” he
says from his Texas ranch. “The world of
country music was different in those days,
and we all came into Nashville for the DJ
convention. When I had a new release, I’d
be at the record company office for three
days just calling stations. The world of radio
was our family.”
Leona Williams: Like her former husband
and collaborator Merle Haggard, Williams
is still going strong. She had several hits
back in the day, including “The Bull and the
Beaver,” a Top 10 duet with Haggard. These
days she’s living back in her native Vienna,
MO, playing dates as close as Branson and
as far away as Ireland and Scotland. “As
long as I can carry a guitar,” Williams says,
“I’m going to keep trying.”

1974

Josie Brown: Hailing from Corning, NY,
Brown released three singles on RCA,
including, “Satisfy Me and I’ll Satisfy You.”
She died in 1998.
Marti Brown: The Chattanooga, TN native
sang “Let Me Love Shine,” which peaked in
1973.
Dick Feller: A longtime Jerry Reed associate,
Missouri native Dick Feller wrote the trucker’s
classic, “East Bound And Down,” among
many other hits. As an artist, he earned his
way onto the New Faces show with 1973’s
“Biff, The Friendly Purple Bear.” He hit the Top
10 with “The Credit Card Song” in 1974.
Narvel Felts: One of the
original artists on Sam
Phillips’ Sun Records, Felts
moved from rockabilly to
country with his 1973 cover
of Dobie Gray’s “Drift Away.” Backed for
a time by the band Wild Country, who
subsequently changed their name to
Alabama, he enjoyed a long career with
over 40 charting singles. Based out of
his native Missouri, Felts is still actively
touring and recording.
Lefty Frizzell: The Country Music Hall of
Fame member had already left his mark
on the music with classics like “If You’ve
Got The Money I’ve Got The Time” and “I
Love You A Thousand Ways” back in the
early ’50s, so his New Faces appearance
was his last effort. He died of a stroke
one year later.
Larry Gatlin: Encouraged by his friend
Dottie West, Texas native Gatlin moved
to Nashville in 1971 and, by the time he
appeared at CRS, had already released

Larry Gatlin

six singles during the ’70s, the most successful a straightforward feminist spin to her
of which was “Here We Go Again.”
country career. She’d already broken into
the male-dominated scene as a session
David Wills: He’s still on Music Row,
player and songwriter when she played
cranking out the hits as an award-winning
New Faces. A cancer survivor, Hargrove
songwriter with “Wild Horses” and “If You’re continues to write and perform from her
Thinking You Want A Stranger” among them. home base near Tallahassee, FL, where
Eddy Raven: Raven enjoyed close to two
The Tennessee native was just getting
decades on the country charts and scored
she grew up.
six No. 1’s in that time, including “I’m Gonna started as a country artist with the 1975 top
10, “From Barooms to Bedrooms.” “I was
Get You” and “Joe Knows How To Live” in
Joni Lee: The eldest
pretty much scared out of my mind,” Wills
1988. Raven, based out of Gallatin, TN, is
daughter of country
recalls. “This was all the radio guys, and
still busy writing and performing. He and
superstar Conway Twitty,
I wanted to make a good impression.” He
Toby Keith wrote “Cabo San Lucas” for
Joni’s first hit was “Don’t Cry
made a good enough impression to launch a
Keith’s new album.
Joni,” a Top 5 duet with her
13-year run of charting singles before leaving dad in 1975. She had her biggest solo
the road to pursue his writing career.
hit, “I’m Sorry Charlie,” that same year.
She continues to be intimately involved
in managing her late father’s estate,
Connie Cato: Now living with her husband
including development of Conway Twitty:
Jim and two Springer Spaniels in a “beautiful
The Musical.
log cabin in the mountains of north Georgia,”
Rex Allen, Jr: The son of
Cato doesn’t do a lot of professional singing,
country singer Rex Allen, he
Darrell McCall: He was born in Ohio,
but she still writes a song now and then.
spent his entire life in the
The Missouri-born singer, who charted with
business. The biggest of his 32 but this singer/songwriter will forever be
hits like “Superskirt” and “Super Kitten,” still
charting songs between 1973 associated with Texas, where he still lives,
writes and performs. His biggest country hit
remembers her New Faces appearance. “The and 1987 was “Two Less Lonely People.”
was “A Stranger Was Here” from 1963, the
show was very fun,” she recalls. “I enjoyed
Today, he continues to write and perform
same year he sang the theme to the Paul
meeting all the entertainers and listening to
from his home base in Las Vegas.
Newman movie, Hud.
them tell about their new careers.”
Ed Bruce: A familiar presence in film,
Nick Nixon: The co-writer of Barbara
Brian Collins: In a decade on the country
on television and on the radio, Bruce,
charts, his biggest hit was a cover of Jack
Greene’s “Statue of a Fool” in 1974. Jimmy
Ed Bruce
Buffet sang Collins’ “Hello Texas” on the
Urban Cowboy soundtrack. He left country
music in 1983 and spent four years on the
road preaching and singing gospel music.
Recently a regional sales manager for
Genworth Financial, he’s about to re-start
his music career.
The Pilgrim, his critically acclaimed debut.
These days, the Austin, TX resident has
been spending more time in Nashville,
working with top songwriters and readying
a comeback album for Curb Records.

1975

Billy Larkin: The brother of successful
Music Row producer Nelson Larkin, Billy
managed to put 10 songs on the chart
between 1975 and 1981. His highestcharting single was his debut, “Leave It Up
To Me.” Larkin is still active out of his home
base in Alabama.
Kenny O’Dell: The prolific writer of timeless
classics like “Behind Closed Doors” and
“Mama He’s Crazy,” O’Dell’s artist career
peaked in 1978 with “Let’s Shake Hands
and Come Out Lovin’.” He was inducted
into the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame
in 1996.
Eddie Rabbitt: With 17 No. 1
singles, Rabbitt was one of the
major success stories of the
’70s and ’80s. He wrote Elvis’
smash “Kentucky Rain” and
Ronnie Milsap’s “Pure Love.” He penned
many of his own hits, including “Drivin’ My
Life Away” and “I Love A Rainy Night.” He
died of lung cancer in 1998 at 56.
Betty Jean Robinson: Kentucky native
Robinson wrote “What’s He Doing In My
World” for Eddy Arnold and enjoyed brief
success as a country artist in the early
’70s before turning to gospel music. She’s
currently singing for the Lord from her Betty
Jean Robinson Ministries in Brentwood, TN.
Ronnie Sessions: After growing up under
the tutelage of California country greats
like Buck Owens and Merle Haggard,
Sessions moved to Music City and had his
biggest country hit in 1977 with “Me and
Millie (Stompin’ Grapes and Gettin’ Silly).”
Sessions retired from the business in 1987.
Sunday Sharpe: When she took the
stage, Sharpe had only recently signed
with United Artists and was not what
you’d call a seasoned performer. “I was
brand new,” she says, “I knew nothing
at all about the music business, so I
was nervous and basically in a fog.” The
Florida native went on to chart several
hit songs, starting with “I’m Having Your
Baby,” the answer song to the similarly
titled Paul Anka hit.
Brian Shaw: Pennsylvania native Brian
Shaw worked on both the WWVA/Wheeling
Jamboree and the Grand Ole Opry, charting
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1976

enjoyed a multi-faceted career. In addition
to his 35 charting singles, this co-writer of
“Mamas Don’t Let Your Babies Grow Up
to Be Cowboys” and many other classics
moonlighted as an actor in movies like Fire
Down Below and in TV shows like Walker,
Texas Ranger. His son Trey Bruce is a
successful songwriter, as well.

Fairchild’s “Teddy Bear Song,” Nixon
charted the Top 30 hit, “Rocking In
Rosalee’s Boat” in 1976. In the late ’80s
he returned to his native Missouri, where
he’s selling real estate in St. Louis and
still writing songs. His latest is, “You
Caught My Eye When Your Husband
Knocked It Out.”

Earl Thomas Conley: The Ohio native’s
country success story started in the ’70s
and ran right through to the ’90s, yielding
18 No. 1 hits along the way. ETC co-wrote
Blake Shelton’s 2002 single “All Over Me.”
He lives in Nashville and continues to tour.

Chuck Price: Signed to Playboy Records
in the early ’70s, Price managed to put six
songs on the lower reaches of the chart.

Even Stevens: Ohio
native Even Stevens was
a frequent cowriter of
Eddie Rabbitt’s. Steven’s
Dottsy: The Texas Country Music Hall of Famer
hits with Rabbitt included
had a respectable chart run in the ’70s, peaking
“Suspicions,” “Drivin’ My Life Away”
with the Top 10 hit, “(After Sweet Memories)
and “I Love A Rainy Night.” He enjoyed
Play Born To Lose Again.” She continues to
brief chart success in the mid-’70s and
perform regularly in her native Texas.
continues to write and perform.
Ruby Falls: Jackson, TN native Falls blazed
a trail and broke down barriers as an AfricanAmerican woman in country music. Nine of her
single releases in the ’70s reached the lower
Kathy Barnes: Kentucky beauty Barnes
end of the charts. Falls passed away in 1986. began singing at seven and worked with Gene
Autry before signing with MGM in 1975. Her
Linda Hargrove: Billed as the “Blue
biggest hit was “Good ’N’ Country,” released on
Jean Country Queen,” Hargrove brought
the Republic label in 1977.

1977
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be remembered for her 1980 No. 1 “One
Day At A Time.” Lane opened a theater in
Branson, MO in the '80s, and was injured
in a fall from the stage in 1995, halting her
career for a time. She eventually returned
to performing and, at last report, lived in
Don King: King came to Nashville in 1974 Madison, TN. Highly active in veterans'
affairs, Lane was inducted into the VFW
from Nebraska and released a string of 19
charting singles. “I’ve Got You To Come Home Hall of Fame in 2003.
To” went to No. 16 in 1977. These days King
Randy Cornor: The Houston native
Mary K. Miller: Houston, TX native Miller
is still singing and playing, and works for the
and guitar virtuoso scored a Top 10 with
scored a Top 20 hit with “Next Best Feeling.”
“Sometimes I Talk In My Sleep.” He’s still an Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency.
active session player and live performer.
Ronnie McDowell: His debut single, “The
King Is Gone,” was a tribute to Elvis, and
Mike Lunsford: Oklahoman Lunsford’s
the Portland, TN native earned several
version of “Sugar Sugar” was released
Alabama: The boys from Ft. Payne were
Top 10 singles, including the No. 1, “You're on MDJ Records and got on the New Faces
on Starday Records in 1975. A fixture in
Nashville clubs in the ’70s, Lunsford passed Gonna Ruin My Bad Reputation” in 1983.
show via “I Wanna Come Over,” which
Still based in Portland, McDowell stays busy peaked at No. 33, and a Top 20 hit with “My
away in 2006.
on the road and in the studio.
Home’s In Alabama.” In what may well be
Dale McBride: The father of McBride and
the New Faces show most famous story,
the Ride’s Terry McBride, Dale’s biggest hit, Peggy Sue: The sister of country superstar RCA’s Joe Galante signed the guys after
“Ordinary Man,” was released in 1976, but Loretta Lynn, Peggy Sue enjoyed a highhe performed right up until his death from a profile career back in the ’70s, her biggest
Alabama
hit being her debut single, “I'm Dynamite.”
brain tumor in 1992.
These days, the singer is living in
Hendersonville, TN and singing background
Charly McClain: Memphis
native McClain’s career was for her other sister, Crystal Gayle.
just getting started in 1977.
Kenny Starr: Kansan Kenny Starr knocked
By 1980, she’d scored her
one – and only one – out of the park with
first No. 1, “Who’s Cheatin’
his No. 2 1975 single, “The Blind Man In
Who,” later covered by Alan Jackson.
McClain left the business in the late ’80s. The Bleachers.” As of at least two years
ago, he was still performing.
Vernon Oxford: An unrepentant honkyGene Watson: Country's all-around nice
tonker in a sea of pop-country singers,
guy and one of the best singers alive,
Arkansas native Oxford became popular
in Europe, but had a short run on the US Watson has enjoyed a multi-decade career
country charts with 1976’s “Redneck! (The that is still going strong today. He has
Redneck National Anthem).” He still tours, always lived in Texas and still does.
largely in Europe, and combines a little
preaching and gospel music in his shows.
Bobby Borchers: A hit songwriter (“Texas
(When I Die),” “I’m the Only Hell My
Mama Ever Raised”) who made the leap
to country artist, Borchers’ biggest hit was
1977’s “Cheap Perfume and Candlelight.”
He was involved in the music production
for the 1980 film, Resurrection. Borchers
eventually moved to Santa Barbara, CA.

Con Hunley: Lutrell, TN native Hunley’s
blue-eyed soulful brand of country
distinguished him as an artist back in the
’70s. Based out of Knoxville, Hunley is still
active as a performer and recording artist.

1980

Margo Smith: “Don’t Break the Heart that
Loves You” was one of Smith’s three No. 1’s
and many Top 10 hits through late ’70s and
into the ’80s. She appeared in the TNN show
I-40 Paradise and her most recent album
was released in 2005. She continues to tour
and makes her home in Brentwood, TN.
Unable to Find: Geoff Morgan.

1978

Janie Fricke: Indianan Fricke evolved
from a successful background and
advertising jingle singer to one of the
era’s major female artists. Her biggest
hit, one of eight No. 1 singles, was “He’s
A Heartache (Looking For A Place To
Happen).” She continues to record and
tour from her Texas home base.

Sylvia: Indiana native Sylvia
made her biggest impact
with her chart-topping single,
“Nobody,” in 1982. Now known
as Sylvia Hutton, the singer is a successful
life coach scheduled to speak at this year’s
CRS.
Jim Weatherly: A native of Mississippi,
Weatherly had already written big pop
hits “Midnight Train To Georgia” and “Best
Thing That Ever Happened To Me” when
he played at New Faces. His biggest
country hit was the Top 10 single, “I’ll Still
Love You,” from 1975. Weatherly lives in

1979

Susie Allanson: Actress/singer Allanson
appeared in the film version of Hair before
making her move to country. In 1978, she
released the No. 2 single, “We Belong
Together,” her biggest hit. A Minnesota
seeing their CRS performance.
native, Allanson eventually devoted
herself to motherhood and Christianity,
Carol Chase: North Dakota native Chase
and left the business.
came to Nashville via L.A., where she was a
successful singer of advertising jingles. Her
John Anderson: Anderson
country career was brief, but she carried on
is a resident of Smithville, TN
and is still writing, recording and as a successful background vocalist and
touring. His most recent release songwriter. Still based in Nashville, Chase
is currently touring as a background singer
was the 2007 Warner Bros./
with Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Raybaw album Easy Money.

Razzy Bailey: Having spent more than
a decade playing clubs in the Southeast,
Bailey was a seasoned performer and
successful songwriter when he took the
stage as a “new” artist in 1979. He remains
Vern Gosdin: “The Voice” set the standard in the Nashville area, working with young
for deep traditional country singing standards artists and working on his own new CD I’m
including “Set ’Em Up Joe” and “Chiseled In a Damn Good Time, which hit the streets in
February.
Stone.” At New Faces in 1978, his current
single was a cover of the Association’s
Randy Barlow: A former road manager for
“Never My Love.” Gosdin still lives in the
Herman's Hermits, Detroit native Barlow
Nashville area.
headed to Nashville in the early ’70s,
racking up four Top 10 singles between
Reba McEntire
1974 and 1979. He still resides in Nashville.
John Conlee: The “Rose Colored Glasses”
hitmaker lives outside Nashville and is still a
Grand Ole Opry regular.
Gail Davies: Oklahoma native Davies had
her biggest hit with “I'll Be There (If You
Ever Want Me),” from 1980. A respected
producer, Davies is still active and living in
Nashville.

Nashville, is still writing, and was inducted
into the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame
in 2006.

1981

Deborah Allen: Memphis native Allen
scored the top 5 “Baby I Lied,” and has
also penned hits for a number of other
artists. She recalls her New Faces
performance like it was yesterday: “I
Lacy J. Dalton: The
still remember exactly what I had on
Pennsylvania native enjoyed
that night; it was an ivory-colored, toa decade of hits including her the-floor, real romantic off-the-shoulder
signature song, 1982’s “16th
dress, and it made me feel real special.
Avenue.” Still very active,
I sang ‘Next To You,’ from my Trouble In
Dalton lives outside of Virginia Paradise album. I was real excited when
City, NV.
I came off the stage and ran right into
Rodney Crowell. I remember just giving
Big Al Downing: A multi-faceted talent,
him a big hug.”
keyboardist/singer Downing charted 15 singles
from 1978 to 1989, with “Touch Me (I’ll Be Your Sheila Andrews: Big-voiced Andrews’
Fool Once More)” hitting the Top 20. Downing career was short-lived, and she’s best
performed right up until his death in 2005.
remembered for her hit single, “Too Fast For
Rapid City.” Disenchanted with the music
Leon Everette: With a bit of independentbusiness, Andrews soon called it a day, and
label success under his belt, including the
headed home to Ohio.
Top 10 hit, “Over,” South Carolina native
Everette was signed by RCA on the strength Roger Bowling: The writer of “Lucille”
of his New Faces performance. Based
for Kenny Rogers and “Blanket On The
in South Carolina, Everette retired from
Ground” for Billie Jo Spears, Kentuckian
the music business in 1988. He was born
Bowling placed seven songs on the lower
again in the late ’90s and has gospel music reaches of the chart before his star faded.
available on his website.
Bowling died in 1982 at age 38.

Reba McEntire: “I had a room at the
hotel and offered to share it with Sylvia
so she could get ready,” Reba recalls.
Mundo Earwood: Among his 23 single
releases was “Things I'd Do For You,” which “That’s when I first got to know her. I also
met Randy Owen’s wife, Kelly, that night,
peaked at No. 13. At last report, Earwood
and we became friends. Lacy J. was the
was living in the Humble, TX area.
last to perform. Leon Everette wore a
blue tuxedo shirt and Big Al Downing was
Cristy Lane: Illinois native Lane was
a sweetheart. It was a really big lineup
“positive country” before they had a name
for it. She performed more than 100 shows and I wondered where we would all be in
20 years. I really appreciate all the folks
for troops during the Vietnam War, and
in radio. Without them, my music would
survived when a chopper she was riding
never have gotten out to the millions of
in was shot down. Lane charted some
people who have heard it over the years.”
22 singles along the way, but will always
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Juice Newton: California country queen
Newton was one year away from her first
No. 1, “The Sweetest Thing (I’ve Ever
Known),” when she played at New Faces.
She still performs from her home base in
California.

The Capitals: The Columbus, OH quartet
came and went quickly, charting three
songs including the Top 30 single, “A Little
Ground In Texas,” before calling it quits.
Lead singer Arti Portilla found success as a
songwriter.
Sonny Curtis: Playing with Buddy Holly
and writing the classic “I Fought The Law”
was enough to cement his place in history,
but Texan Sonny Curtis released charting
singles for 20 years. His biggest country hit
was 1981’s “Good Ol’ Girls.” Curtis resides
in Nashville.
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Frizzell & West: While both enjoyed their
own successful careers, David Frizzell and
Shelly West also hit the top as a duo in
1981 with “You’re The Reason God Made
Oklahoma.”
Terri Gibbs: Blind pianist Gibbs debuted
with the Top 10 “Somebody’s Knockin’.”
She eventually turned to Christian music
and returned to her native Augusta, GA,
where she continues to write and perform.
Gary Morris: His soaring voice and big
personality earned Morris a decade of
country hits back in the ’80s, in addition
to an operatic role on Broadway opposite
Linda Ronstadt. Today, native Texan
Morris splits his time between Music City
and “Mountain Spirit,” his hunting lodge in
southern Colorado.
Orion: There’s room for everybody in
country music, even a masked Elvis
impersonator like Alabama native Orion.
He charted 11 singles, and in 1981 scored
his biggest hit (#63) with “Rockabilly
Rebel.” Orion (aka Jimmy Ellis) passed
away in 1998.
Steve Wariner: He continues to write
and record, and just won a Grammy for
his work on Brad Paisley’s instrumental
album Play.

Karen Taylor-Good

Donna Hazard: Donna Hazard’s career
yielded four singles, including her
debut, “My Turn,” which peaked at No.
45 in 1981.

Ronnie Rogers: The songwriter behind
Alabama’s “Dixieland Delight,” Nashville
native Rogers enjoyed a brief period in
the spotlight, charting eight singles during
the ’80s, including his debut, “Gonna Take
My Angel Out Tonight.” He remains a
successful Nashville songwriter.
Ricky Skaggs: The Kentucky
native brought years of
bluegrass experience and
virtuosity to his country
stardom, bringing hard
country tradition back to the radio with
10 No. 1 singles before forming the band
Kentucky Thunder and returning to the
bluegrass format.
Bobby Smith: Texas native Bobby Smith
came and went quickly, charting five
singles including the 1981 Top 30, “Just
Enough Love (For One Woman).”

Still On The Charts: George Strait.

1983

Karen Brooks: Texan cowgirl Brooks was
a veteran of Rodney Crowell’s band when
she hit the top of the charts with “Faking
Love,” a duet with T.G. Sheppard, in 1982.
Tom Carlile: Carlile’s brief shot at stardom
included his highest entry, “Green Eyes.”
He still performs in his native Florida.

Rodney Crowell: Singer/songwriter
Crowell rose to country stardom in the
mid-’80s, racking up five chart-topping
singles in a row, including “She’s Crazy
For Leaving” in 1988. With his band still in
Los Angeles, he made the decision to play
New Faces solo, and regretted it almost
immediately.
“I remember very clearly thinking,
‘Oops, I didn’t turn this into the intimate
occasion that I’m capable of by myself
in a folk club,’” Crowell recalls. “I do
remember meeting George Strait that
night. He played a song – ‘The woman
that I had wrapped around my finger
just come unwound’ – and I remember
talking to him and saying, ‘Gee man, that
is as cool as anything I’ve ever heard.’
And he was so sweet and unassuming.
God had a plan for that boy.”
Diana: Cincinnati’s Diana kicked off
her career with a cover of Randy Van
Warmer’s “Just When I Needed You Most.”
Terry Gregory: West Virginian Gregory’s
highest charting single was 1981’s “Just
Like Me.”
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Keith Stegall and Jerry Lee Lewis

Kieran Kane: Before establishing the
successful duo The O’Kanes a few years
later, the New York native took a shot
at solo stardom, releasing eight singles
between 1981 and 1984. His biggest solo
chart success was 1981’s “You’re The
Best.” Today, Kane is one of Nashville’s
most respected singer/songwriters.

Tennessee Express: Before they sang
backup vocals on John Anderson’s
“Swingin’,” vocal group Tennessee
Express had a Top 40 single with “Big Like
A River.”

1982

stardom

Karen Taylor-Good: She went on to big
success as a songwriter in the ’90s (“How
Can I Help You Say Goodbye”), but in
1983, Texas native Taylor-Good released
two singles on the tiny Mesa label. TaylorGood is still working as a songwriter,
performer and motivational speaker out of
Nashville.
“Not only was I seriously pregnant, but
I also sang a cappella with a big chorus,”
Taylor-Good recalls. “I sang a song called
‘Tenderness Place,’ and to this day, I have
people searching for copies of that song.
But I don’t think anybody forgot the pregnant
girl singing with the choir. It was pretty
wonderful.”
Cindy Hurt: Hurt sang commercial
jingles in Chicago before taking her
stab at country in ’82 with “Talk To Me
Loneliness.”
Tommy St. John: One year, three single
releases and that was it for Tommy St.
John. The Oak Ridge, TN native left the
business without a trace.
Skip and Linda: Before her turn at
country stardom in the ’90s, Linda Davis
joined up with singer/songwriter Skip
Eaton, and released three singles in 1982.
These days Eaton is still performing in the
Las Vegas area. Davis is still singing in
Nashville, and her daughter, Hillary Scott,
is currently finding stardom as a member
of Lady Antebellum.
Keith Stegall: Alan Jackson’s longtime
producer Stegall was the successful writer
of hits like “Sexy Eyes” and “We’re In
This Love Together.” His shot at country

included the Top 10 “Pretty Lady.” He
continues to work as a producer and
songwriter, and his memories of New
Faces pretty much confirm the choices he
made along the way.
“I can’t remember too much about the
show except that I was very nervous
in front of all those broadcasters,”
Stegall says. “I wasn’t good at the public
relation side of things. Some people are
wired to do that, but I was always more
comfortable in the recording studio.”
The Whites: Now known as an awardwinning bluegrass family band, back in
1982, the Whites enjoyed a Top 10 country
hit with “Hangin’ Around.” Daughter/band
member Sharon White went on to marry
Ricky Skaggs, and the family is still based
in the Nashville area.
Gary Wolf: Kentuckian Wolf’s highest
charting single was “Love Never Dies.”
Younger Brothers: Texans James and
Michael Younger released the 1982 Top
20 single “Nothing But The Radio On.”
Unable to Find: Channel.

1984

Atlanta: Former members of pop group
The Vogues came together in this group,
which landed the Top 5 hit “Sweet
Country Music.”
Bandana: The band that included future
hit songwriter/session drummer Lonnie
Wilson and songwriter Tim Mensy had
their biggest hit with “The Killin’ Kind.”
Lane Brody: Illinois native
Brody found success as an
actress and a jingle singer,
in addition to her country hits
during the ’80s. “The Yellow
Rose” was a chart-topping duet with
Johnny Lee. Brody lives in Nashville with
her husband, drummer Eddie Bayers, and
is still busy recording and performing.
Rick and Janis Carnes: The married
couple released four singles for two
different labels in the early ’80s. “Does
He Ever Mention My Name” peaked at
No. 32 in 1983. Rick has written hits
for scores of artists, including Garth
Brooks’ “Long Neck Bottle.” Rick is
President of the Songwriters Guild of
America, and he and Janis still live in
Nashville.

Exile: From their pop beginnings
(“Kiss You All Over”), Exile grew into
a runaway success story in the ’80s,
going to No. 1 right out of the gate
with 1983’s “Woke Up In Love.” Exile
reunited recently and the band is back
to recording and touring.
Jim Glaser: The youngest of country
siblings the Glaser Brothers, Nebraska
native Jim had his biggest hit – and
his only No. 1 – with “You’re Gettin’ To
Me Again.” His songwriting successes
include Gary Puckett & the Union Gap’s
huge pop hit, “Woman, Woman.” Glaser
lives in Tennessee.
Jan Gray: After her seven singles
languished at the bottom of the charts,
Gray disappeared from music history.
Gus Hardin: Tulsa native Hardin’s
highest-charting song was the 1984 Top
10, “All Tangled Up In Love,” a duet with
Earl Thomas Conley. She was killed in an
auto accident in 1996.
Kathy Mattea: She recently independently
released the acclaimed album Coal.
Dan Seals: As half of the
duo England Dan & John
Ford Coley, Seals got a
taste of pop success. On
the country side, beginning
in the mid-’80s, that success would
explode. Seals’ 10-year run yielded 11
chart-topping singles, including 1985’s
CMA Single of the Year, “Bop.” Most
recently, Seals was battling lymphoma
and at last report was residing in
Hendersonville, TN.

1985

Craig Dillingham: Brownwood, Texas
native Dillingham’s most successful
single was “Have You Loved Your
Woman Today.” He eventually returned
to his home state and establishing
himself as a regional favorite. He
recently released the Frank Liddellproduced album, Almost Yesterday.
Mark Gray: Pianist Gray spent time
working with the Oak Ridge Boys and
was one of many revolving members of
Exile. Gray also penned “The Closer You
Get” for Alabama. His biggest success as
an artist came in 1985 with “Sometimes
When We Touch,” a cover of the Dan Hill
pop hit and a duet with Tammy Wynette.
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The Burch Sisters: This trio of redheaded
sisters’ highest-charting single was their
1988 debut, “Everytime You Go Outside
I Hope It Rains.” Cathy, Charlene and
Cindy made one album, New Fire, on
Mercury in 1988. After four singles, the trio
disappeared from the musical landscape.
Jeff Chance: A native of El Campo, TX,
Chance fronted his own band before
striking out on his own. He returned to El
Campo, and in Dec. 2008 took his own life.
The Desert Rose Band: Fronted by
former Byrd Chris Hillman and featuring
harmony-singing guitarist Herb Pederson
and six-string virtuoso John Jorgenson,
Desert Rose’s biggest hit was 1988’s “I
Still Believe In You.” They reunited briefly
in 2008.
Skip Ewing: A prolific writer of hits
for other artists, Ewing’s hit’s include
“I Believe,” “Love, Me,” “Every Other
Weekend,” “Something That We Do,”
“You Had Me From Hello” and “Burnin’
A Hole In My Heart.” He remains one of
Nashville’s top tunesmiths.
Donna Meade: Virginia native Meade was
a lounge singer at Nashville’s Stockyard
restaurant for years before signing with
Mercury and releasing six low-charting
singles. She married country star Jimmy
Dean in 1991.
Paul Overstreet: Already a successful
songwriter with hits that included “On The
Other Hand,” Overstreet had hits as part
of Schuyler, Knobloch & Overstreet before
heading out on this own in 1987. Solo hits
included 1990’s “Daddy’s Come Around.”
He’s still active as a writer in Nashville.
Shenandoah: They hit the top of
the charts four times, including their

real estate professional in the Dallas/Fort
Worth area.
Suzy Bogguss: Bogguss is still in
Nashville; her most recent record, Sweet
Danger, was issued in 2007. “I remember
it clear as day,” she says of her New
Faces performance. “There were a lot of
women, and I knew a lot of the folks on
the show with me – Daniele Alexander,
Jann Browne, Lorrie Morgan, Mary
Chapin Carpenter. So we had a fun time
backstage. We were all nervous, but the
HeadHunters had us in stitches.”
Jann Browne: Browne enjoyed some
mainstream success with her two Curb
albums in the early ’90s, before returning
to the West Coast and a more blues/rockoriented sound.
Lionel Cartwright: Ohio
native Cartwright’s four-year
chart run culminated with the
No. 1 single, “Leap Of Faith.”
He continues to write and
perform in Nashville.
The Lonesome Strangers: This
California-based quartet scored a couple
of minor country hits in 1989. Band
member Randy Weeks went on to write
“Can’t Let Go” for Lucinda Williams, and
bassist Lorne Rall is still a fixture on the
touring scene.
Travis Tritt: Still touring, Tritt’s most recent
album, The Storm, was released in 2007.
Wild Rose: A five-piece band of female
picker/singers, Wild Rose’s biggest hit was
their debut single, “Breaking New Ground.”
They recorded three studio albums for
Universal and Liberty, earning Grammy
and ACM nominations and one Top 15
hit “Breakin’ New Ground” in 1989. The

Shenandoah

Joe Diffie: After a successful run in
Branson last fall, Diffie returned to
Nashville and wil soon begin working on
his first bluegrass album, to be released
on Rounder. He has a full schedule of
concert dates in 2009.
Ray Kennedy: Following the release
of his third album, Guitar Man, in 1992,
Kennedy pursued a career as a record
producer. His New Faces performance is
lost in a blur of touring. “I do remember
that show being a good experience, but
I was also out touring with Alabama and
doing about 180 shows in all the domes
and stadiums,” he says. “So the nights
sort of run together. I remember we all
knew each other because we were all
just getting started. So there were a lot of
familiar faces.”
Chris LeDoux: A prolific career in
music had its roots in his run as a rodeo
champion. His final album was released
in 2003 and he succumbed to cancer in
2005.
Shelby Lynne: Lynne continues to be a
musical chameleon, and her most recent
album is last year's Dusty Springfield
tribute record, Just A Little Lovin’.
Pirates of the Mississippi: Formed in
1987, this quintet of Nashville session men
released 11 singles and six albums – the
first one went gold—and parted ways
in 1996. Bandmates Rich Alves and Bill
McCorvey reunited in 2000, and recorded
the CD Heaven And A Dixie Night in 2006
on the CBuJ Entertainment label. They
continue to perform as Pirates Of The
Missisippi.
Aaron Tippin: His most recent album, the
trucker tribute In Overdrive, was released
on his own Nippit label, in conjunction with
Country Crossing.
Kevin Welch: After the initial success of
his single “Till I See You Again,” Welch
veered from mainstream country, cofounding the label Dead Reckoning in
1994. His most recent record was a 2007
joint release with label mates Kieran Kane
and Fats Kaplin.
Michelle Wright: Wright has enjoyed
great success in her native Canada, where
she continues to record and perform.

1992

Clinton Gregory: Best known as a
talented fiddle player, Gregory continued
to record as a solo artist through the 2000
release of Play Ruby Play, named for his
most successful single.
biggest hit, “Next To You, Next To Me.” A
reconstituted band continues to tour and
record. Lead singer Marty Raybon has a
career in gospel music and has just rereleased his album, “What I Came Here
To Do.”
The Shooters: Formed by hit songwriters
Walt Aldridge and Gary Baker, the Shooters
took their shot and hit the Top 20 with
“Borderline.” Most recently, Aldridge
produced the Heartland band for Lofton
Creek and wrote their No. 1, “I Loved Her
First.” Recent hits from the pen of Baker
include “I’m Already There” and the title track
to the Back Street Boys CD, “Never Gone.”
He lives in the Muscle Shoals, AL area.
David Slater: Star Search winner Slater
covered the Little River Band’s No. 1 pop hit,
“The Other Guy.” A piano player, Slater is still
entertaining in his native Dallas, Texas.

1990

Daniele Alexander: Texas native
Alexander is best known for her 1989 Top
20 single, “She’s There.” She is now a
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group disbanded in 1991, though founder
and multi-instrumentalist Wanda Vick has
worked as a session musician since then.
Look For The Label: Lorrie Morgan
recently signed to James Stroud’s
Country Crossing label. Mary Chapin
Carpenter, who lives in Virginia and
continues to write and record, released
her most recent album on an imprint of
Rounder. The Kentucky HeadHunters’
last two releases came on the CBuJ
label.

1991

Corbin/Hanner: Bob Corbin and Dave
Hanner, whose singles included “Work
Song” and “I Will Stand By You,” continue
to perform as a duo. Their most recent
album, And the Road Goes On, was
released independently in 2008.
Billy Dean: Dean's debut album, Young
Man, was certified gold, and he scored a
top 10 in 2005 with “Let Them Be Little.”
Based in Nashville, he continues to write,
record and perform.

Pam Tillis

Eddie London: One of the most
memorable of New Faces performers, we
have been unable to determine his current
whereabouts.
Sammy Kershaw: After
successfully navigating the
country market for the better
part of the ’90s, Kershaw
ran unsuccessfully for the
lieutenant governor post in his native
Louisiana in 2007.
McBride & the Ride: Terry McBride, Ray
Herndon and Billy Thomas had a string of
hits in the early ’90s, including the No. 1
“Sacred Ground.” Herndon and Thomas
left in 1994, and McBride continued on with
a series of new “riders.” Today, McBride
has a successul songwriting career that
includes a number of Brooks & Dunn hits,
including the current “Cowgirls Don't Cry.”
After a stint in L.A., Herndon has returned
to his hometown of Phoenix and continues
to write and play five nights a week at his
family’s club, The Handle Bar J. Thomas is
a highly-sought after studio percussionist
and tours with Vince Gill.

Pam Tillis: Tillis continues to garner critical
acclaim and released her latest album,
Rhinestoned, in 2007. “I was on my third
record deal and I’d yet to make a splash
so I was pretty amused that I was still a
new face,” she says. “But I learned early
in my career that it’s all about momentum.
The dominoes all have to fall, and that was
an important domino because if you did
great you had an immediate connection
nationwide with all these programmers. And
we rocked the place!”
Look For The Label: Now living in Utah
and still touring, Collin Raye is expected
to release a new album on Saguaro Road
Records in 2009. A reunited Little Texas,
without original members Tim Rushlow
and Brady Seals, records for Montage. Hal
Ketchum remains on Curb.
Still On The Charts: Brooks & Dunn,
Tracy Lawrence.

1993

Boy Howdy: Best known for “She'd Give
Anything” and “They Don't Make Them
Like That Anymore,” Boy Howdy disbanded
in 1996. Brothers Cary and Larry Park
pursued careers as studio musicians.
Jeffrey Steele has established himself as
one of Nashville's preeminent songwriters.
Confederate Railroad: The Railroad
continue to tour and make music. The
band’s sixth studio album, Cheap Thrills,
was released in 2007 on Shanachie.
Radney Foster: (see 1988)
Matthews Wright & King: The trio
disbanded shortly after the release of their
second album. Tony King joined Brooks
& Dunn’s backing band in 1995. Woody
Wright went on to a career in gospel
music. Raymond Matthews continues to
work in the music industry as a vocalist
and engineer.
Ronna Reeves: The Texas
native released four country
albums in the early ’90s, and
attempted to cross to pop
with 1998's Day 14. She was
diagnosed with cancer in 2002 and shifted
her career focus to songwriting at that point.
The Remingtons: Jimmy Griffin, Richard
Maingera and Rick Yancey released two
albums in the early ’90s. Maingera and
Yancey subsequently enjoyed great success
as songwriters. Bread alumnus Griffin lost
his battle with cancer in 2005. He was 61.
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Dennis Robbins: Robbins' artist career gave
way to notable songwriting success, including
“Two of a Kind, Working’ on a Full House”.
Michael White: The Knoxville native
scored in the mid-30s with his song
“Professional Fool,” and followed his artist
career with success as a songwriter.
Still On The Charts:Martina McBride,
Tracy Byrd.

1994

John Berry: Berry continues to make
music on his independently owned record
label Clear Sky Records.
Brother Phelps: Brothers Doug and Ricky
Lee Phelps disbanded in 1995 following
the release of their second album, Any
Way The Wind Blows. Doug returned to
the brothers’ former band, the Kentucky
HeadHunters.
Gibson/Miller Band: Dave Gibson and
Blue Miller disbanded the group in 1995.

Her Own, which received critical acclaim in
Europe and in Americana.
Lari White: Best known
for “Now I Know,” White
continues to write songs and
release music independently.
Her most recent studio
album, Green Eyed Soul, was released
in 2004. She co-produced Toby Keith's
2005 album White Trash With Money, and
lives near Nashville with her husband,
songwriter Chuck Cannon, and children.
Still On The Charts: Faith Hill, Toby Keith,
Clay Walker.

1995

Archer Park: Randy Archer and Johnny
Park disbanded after releasing We Got
A Lot in Common. Today, Archer records
Christian music on his 55-acre ranch
outside Nashville.
David Ball: Ball’s chart success
spanned from 1994’s “Thinkin’ Problem”

David Ball

start telling jokes, which is not my forte. I'm
more the sidekick, straight-man type, so I
just stuck to the music.”
Steve Kolander: Kolander continues to
release music independently. By day, he’s
the Executive VP of the marketing and
advertising firm Small Army. He’s best
known for the single “Black Dresses.”
Ken Mellons: Following the Top 10
success of “Jukebox Junkie,” Mellons
went on to release music independently.
In 2004, his album Sweet featured a
version of “Paint Me A Birmingham,” which
became a Top 5 hit for Tracy Lawrence. He
co-wrote “The Shoes” for Dierks Bentley's
debut album, and will be appearing at CRS
this year.
Rick Trevino: He is best known in country
for “Running Out of Reasons To Run,”
and continues to record and perform. The
Texas native lives in Austin with his wife
and children.
Western Flyer: After disbanding in 1997,
vocalist Danny Myrick went on to write
songs for Craig Morgan, Randy Houser
and Big & Rich. Keyboardist Chris Marion
has a successful career in Christian
music, and is a member of the Little River
Band.
Bryan White: White went on to win some
of country music’s top awards following
the success of “Someone Else’s Star” and
“Rebecca Lynn.” He still works and plays
in Nashville.
John & Audrey Wiggins: Brother and
sister duo John & Audrey Wiggins split
after the release of their second album
in 1998. John writes songs for some of
today’s top artists.

1996

Jeff Carson: Best known for his hit
“Not on Your Love,” Carson continued
to make music through 2005. According
to his MySpace page, Carson was set
to graduate from the Tennessee State
Police Academy in December 2008 and
begin fulltime work as a police officer.
Helen Darling: Darling went on to write
songs for artists from Reba McEntire to
Little Big Town. She now lives outside of
Austin, TX, and has fond, if somewhat
vague, memories of New Faces. “It’s
all very foggy, but I know it was such
a prestigious thing to be asked to do,”
Darling says. “I do remember that the
Tennessean reviewed my outfit rather
than the music, which I thought was very
strange.”

Both went on to songwriting success.
Among Gibson's compositions are “Daddy
Never Was The Cadillac Kind” and
“Jukebox In My Mind.”
Tim McGraw: Distraught over the house
band's handling of “Indian Outlaw,”
McGraw seriously considered calling
in “sick” that night. Without a change
of heart, the New Faces show would
have missed one of its all-time great
performances when McGraw sang, “Don't
Take The Girl.” Many think that night, and
that performance, launched his career.
That night was also the first time he ever
met wife Faith Hill.
Doug Supernaw: While his single “I
Don’t Call Him Daddy” topped the country
charts, Supernaw’s personal life was
plagued with bad luck. He broke his neck
while surfing and, while recovering, was in
a hideous car accident. In summer 2007,
he was committed to a mental hospital.
Joy Lynn White: Currently makes music
independently. In 2005, she released On
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to 2002’s “Riding With Private Malone.”
He first experienced New Faces as an
audience member. “I remember going to
a few of them and just sitting out front,”
Ball says. “I saw Dwight Yoakam, Marty
Stuart and I think I saw Randy Travis,
too. But the show I played, it was just
band after band and I remember just
trying to get through it.”
Lisa Brokop: Brokop's singles included
“Give Me a Ring Sometime” and “Take
That.” She continues to be a presence in
Canadian country music.
George Ducas: Most recently, Ducas
conducted a radio tour in support of an
album project he hopes to release in 2009.
At the time of his New Faces performance,
he was promoting his self-titled debut,
which spawned the Top 10 “Lipstick
Promises.” He has spent the intervening
years building a notable songwriting
career. “What I remember most is Jeff
Foxworthy,” Ducas says. “I had to follow
him, and he just had everybody rolling.
I felt like I needed to come up there and

David Lee Murphy: His “Party Crowd”
was the No. 1 song of 1995 and his
“Dust On The Bottle” from the same year
remains a top Power Gold. He wrote
recent hits “The More I Drink” and “A
Feelin' Like That” while “Always the Love
Songs” and “Somebody Needs A Hug” are
curently on the charts.
Daryle Singletary: “Too
Much Fun” and “Amen Kind
of Love” helped propel
Singletary into the spotlight.
His latest record, Straight from the Heart,
was released in 2007 on Shanachie
Records.
Emilio: After releasing the Englishspeaking album Life Is Good in 1995,
Emilio went back to his roots in Tejano
music, and enjoyed much success. Last
March he was severely injured when his
tour bus, which he was driving, crashed
into freeway barrels near Houston.
Ty Herndon: The “What Mattered Most”
singer started out 2009 performing as
part of the touring American Soul & Rock
& Roll Choir.

Perfect Stranger: Best known for the title
track from their debut album, You Have the
Right to Remain Silent, the
band continues to tour.
Chely Wright: The “Shut
Up And Drive” and “Single
White Female” singer now
lives in New York City. Her next album,
Broken, produced by Rodney Crowell,
is due on Vanguard this year. She
continues to promote music education
through her Reading, Writing & Rhythm
Foundation.
Russ Taff: Taff has a successful career in
contemporary Christian music, where he
has won five Grammys and nine Gospel
Music Association awards.
Ricochet: Founding members Heath
Wright and Greg Cook are still with the
band. Original member Jeff Bryant was
replaced in August 1999 after suffering
from carpal tunnel. Shannon Farmer
replaced Teddy Carr in 1999, and the band
still tours and records.

1997

James Bonamy: The Floridian made
two albums for Epic, with the single “I
Don't Think I Will” cresting at No. 2 in
1996, the only hit among seven singles,
though both CDs reached the Top 25.
Although Bonamy was an ACM Top
New Male Artist nominee in '96, he
has not been active musically for more
than a decade, and currently resides in
Oklahoma City.
Deana Carter: The “Strawberry Wine”
singer continues to write,
record and perform. Her
latest album was 2007's
The Chain, released on
Vanguard. She lives in
California and has a fouryear-old son.
Paul Brandt: Brandt topped the chart with
“I Do” in 1996. He's since cemented himself
as a musical force in his native Canada,
winning six Juno Awards since 1997.
Deryl Dodd: Dodd's best known singles
include “That’s How I Got to Memphis”
and “A Bitter End.” He fought off lifethreatening encephalitis in 1999 and 2000.
The native Texan still tours in the region.
David Kersh: The Texan racked up
four Top 10 singles between 1996'98, including his debut “Goodnight
Sweetheart,” “Another You” (written by
then-unknown Brad Paisley) and “If I
Never Stop Loving You.” His second
album in '98 included “I Breathe In, I
Breathe Out” which wasn't released as a
single, but became a No. 1 for Chris Cagle
in 2002. In 2005, citing the “BS in the
industry,” Kersh told his fans “my heart is
just not in the music business anymore.”
Mila Mason: Best known for “That’s
Enough of That” and “Closer to Heaven,”
Mason signed in '03 to the indie Twinbeat
label and as a writer for parent Brumley
Music Group. Nashville-based Mason
participated in the “Dare The World”
charity inspirational single in 2007.
Kevin Sharp: Known for his cover of Tony
Rich’s “Nobody Knows,” Sharp now works
as a motivational speaker for the Make-AWish Foundation.
Still On The Charts: Trace Adkins, LeAnn
Rimes, Jo Dee Messina.

1998

Sherrié Austin: Debuted at Country radio
with the single, “Lucky In Love.” Austin is
still writing songs and among other cuts
has the title cut to Blake Shelton's new
CD, “Startin' Fires.”
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Big House: After initial success with “Cold
Outside” and a gold debut album, the
Bakersfield band took a long hiatus. They
reunited in 2007 for Never Ending Train,
which landed some Americana airplay.

2005 New Faces

Anita Cochran: Cochran’s highestcharting single was the duet with Steve
Wariner, “What If I Said.” According to her
MySpace page, she is currently working on
a new album and landed the job as Music
Director of Conway Twitty: The Musical.
Dixie Chicks: Their most recent album on
Open Wide/Columbia was 2006's Taking
The Long Way.
Matt King: “I remember
getting a standing
ovation,” King says of his
performance. “And not
one of those slow, 'Oh, I
guess we're all getting up' ones. It was
immediate. As I walked off the stage
someone grabbed me and said, 'Forget
everything that just happened. It don't
mean a thing.' Basically letting me know
the response in no way meant radio
would play my records. And they didn't.
In fact, I remember The Ranch getting a
big reaction, too. And they didn't get any
airplay either.”
King's Atlantic deal unwound a couple
years later, but he persisted with his
writing and recording. Burrowing through
his colorfully dysfunctional Carolina hill
country roots, he emerged with music that
ultimately became the album project Rube,
released last year. He continues to write
and produce.
The Lynns: The youngest twin
daughters of Loretta Lynn delivered
singles “Woman to Woman” and “Nights
Like These.” They continue to tour with
their mother, Loretta Lynn.
Lila McCann: The “Down
Came A Blackbird” singer
and her husband Mike
Wolofsky welcomed the birth
of their first child, Abraham
Elliott Wolofsky, on Dec. 15, 2008. Her
most recent single, “That’s What Angels
Do,” was released by Broken Bow in
January 2008.
The Ranch: Bassist Jerry Flowers still
works with frontman Keith Urban, playing
bass and singing background vocals.
Drummer Peter Clarke returned to his
native Australia.
Sons of the Desert: Starting out as a
popular five-piece band in 1997, Sons
of the Desert dwindled to brothers Tim
and Drew Womack by 2003. Drew wrote
Kenny Chesney’s single “She’s Got It
All.” Doug Virden went on to work with
Ty Herndon and Joe Diffie. Keith Horne
became a member of Hot Apple Pie.
Kris Tyler: Tyler broke out on the country
chart in 1997 with the title track off her
album What a Woman Knows.

1999

Chad Brock: Brock currently
hosts mornings on WQYK/
Tampa, but started in country
with Warner Bros. His
biggest hit was the charttopper “Yes!”

Gil Grand: Grand is the president of
his own song publishing company in
Nashville. His 1998 debut album, Famous
First Words, earned critical acclaim from
the Canadian Country Music Association.
The Great Divide: The group disbanded
in 2007. Lead singer Mike McClure is
currently touring the Texas music circuit
with the Mike McClure Band. He is also
a songwriter and producer for Cross
Canadian Ragweed. Drummer J.J. Lester
produced the Eli Young Band’s Level.
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Keith Harling: Best known for his single
“Papa Bear,” the the Greenwood, SCborn multi-instrumentalist, singer and
songwriter made his debut in 1998 with
his album Write It In Stone that yielded
four singles. His Giant release, Bring
It On in '99, closed out his recording
career.
Monty Holmes: Lubbock, TX
native Holmes bowed with the
album All I Ever Wanted on
the Bang II label, but found his
career as a songwriter with hits
that include “Troubadour” and “I Know She
Still Loves Me.”
Allison Moorer: Moorer progressed to
the Americana genre, releasing five more
albums after her debut Alabama Song.
Mark Nesler: The Texas native wrote Tim
McGraw’s “Just To See You Smile” and
bowed as an artist with the song “Used To
The Pain.” He’s become an accomplished
songwriter – “A Different World,” “Living
And Living Well” - and is married to singer/
songwriter Jennifer Hanson.
Jon Randall: Randall
continues to work as a
songwriter in Nashville.
His most famous hit was
“Whiskey Lullabye.”

Still On The Charts: Chris Cagle, Phil
Vassar, Sara Evans.

Enough, was released on his own
imprint in 2008.

2002

Still On The Charts: Dierks Bentley, Pat
Green, Craig Morgan, Jimmy Wayne.

Carolyn Dawn Johnson: Her debut,
Room With A View, included the singles
“Georgia” and “Complicated.” She has
continued to have success as an artist
in her native Canada. Johnson and
her husband, Matt Fisher, welcomed
their first child, Abigail Grace Fisher, in
September.
Cyndi Thomson: Thomson's Capitol
debut, My World, certified gold, largely on
the strength of the single “What I Really
Meant To Say.” She walked away from her
recording career in 2002. She returned to
the label in 2006, but no music ever resulted
and she was subsequently dropped.
Still On The Charts: Rascal Flatts, Blake
Shelton, Darryl Worley.

2003

Tammy Cochran: Best known for her
single “Angels in Waiting,” Cochran
released her latest album, Where I Am, on
Shanachie Records in 2007.

Tammy Cochran

Shane Stockton: The Texas native sang
“What If I’m Right” and “Gonna Have
To Fall.” Stockton is now a preacher in
Lubbock.
Trini Triggs: Triggs’s selftitled debut offered singles
“Straight Tequila” and
“Horse To Mexico.” The
Natchitoches, LA, native
keeps a MySpace following, and has
had success in Christian country. He
issued the video “We’re Americans” last
September.

2000

Still On The Charts: Montgomery Gentry,
Andy Griggs, Brad Paisley, SheDaisy,
Keith Urban.

2001

The Clark Family Experience: Three
from the Family – Adam, Ashley and
Austin – formed the Clark Brothers and
went on to win the national television
talent show The Next Great American
Band in 2007. The brothers are currently
signed to Universal South.
Trick Pony: Founding member Keith
Burns has formed a new duo with Michelle
Poe on Country Thunder Records. Bassist
Ira Dean continues to write songs. Heidi
Newfield is enjoying solo success.

2005

Blue County: Though no longer on Curb,
the duo's MySpace page notes plans for a
new album in 2009.
Look For The Label: Mercury's Julie
Roberts is working on new music for the
label.
Still On The Charts: Billy Currington,
Josh Gracin, Sugarland.

2006

Hot Apple Pie: According to the
band’s bassist Keith Horne, Hot Apple
Pie are still together. Brady Seals
is currently producing other acts in
Nashville. He and his wife welcomed
the birth of a son, Evan James, in
September 2008. Guitarist Mark
Matejka most recently lent his musical
talent to The Lost Trailers for the
band’s self-titled debut album. Horne
is touring with Luke Bryan.
Keith Anderson: “Pickin' Wildflowers”
was Anderson's entrée onto the New
Faces Show. “I remember being so
freakin’ excited to be picked for that
show,” he recalls. “I had already lived
in Nashville for eight years, doing
the whole ‘networking my ass off’
thang. And a big part of that was
sneaking into the New Faces Show,
just dreaming of being on that stage.
To be there was a dream come true.
“But I came down with laryngitis,
which sucked because I had to cancel
everything that week – even the Sony/
BMG boat event! But I was determined
to get well so I could do the New Faces
show. I was on total vocal rest all week
and didn’t know if I could actually sing
until right before I walked on stage.
Thank God I had just enough to make it
through my set. I wouldn’t have missed
that night for the world.”
Still On The Charts: Jason Aldean, Keith
Anderson, Little Big Town, Jeff Bates.

Kellie Coffey: Her BNA debut When You
Lie Next To Me scored a Top 10 hit with
the title track. Coffey is a now a mom of
two, living in Los Angeles.
Still On The Charts: Steve Azar,
Emerson Drive, Joe Nichols.

2004

Buddy Jewell: Nashville Star
champion Jewell is still making music in
Nashville. His current album, Country

2007

Still On The Charts: Rodney Atkins, Eric
Church, Jack Ingram, Miranda Lambert,
Trent Tomlinson.

2008

Still On The Charts: Luke Bryan, Jason
Michael Carroll, Bucky Covington, Jake
Owen, Taylor Swift.
CAC

We Have
Contacts
Here’s the latest compilation
of promo staffs and how to
reach them.

Name

Phone

E-mail

Pres: Larry Pareigis
VP: Tom Moran
NE/MW: Ryan Barnstead
SE/SW: Eric Beggs
W/SW: Greg Stevens
SP: Kevin Mason

615-332-5511
615-429-2337
615-414-4665
603-560-1182
214-488-3590
615-974-1999

larry@ninenorthmail.com
tom@ninenorthmail.com
ryan@ninenorthmail.com
eric@ninenorthmail.com
greg@ninenorthmail.com
kevin@ninenorthmail.com

Dept. Fax: 615-269-2045

Record Reps’ Phones,
Faxes & Emails

Editor’s Note: An explanation of some of the abbreviations: “SVP” is Sr. Vice President; “VP” Vice President;
“ND” is National Director; “SD” is Sr. Director; “D” is Director; “FP” is Field Promotion; “C” is Central; “MA” is
Mid-Atlantic; “E” is East Coast; “MS” is Mid-South; “MW” is Midwest; “W” is West Coast; “NW” is Northwest;
“MR” is Market Research; “NP” is National Promotion; “NPS” is National Promotion Strategy; “SP” is Special
Projects; “RS” is Radio Strategies; “NM” is New Media; “M/P” is Marketing & Promotions; “MP” is Manager/
Promotion; “Sec.” is Secondary; “Asst” is Assistant; “FM” is Field Marketing; “RM” is Radio Marketing; “AR” is
Artist and Repertoire; “R/IS” is Research & Information Systems; “TS” is Tour Support.

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Rick Baumgartner
NP: Jim Dorman
NP: Joe Carroll
NP: Gary Greenberg
Coor: Jamie Moorer

615-780-3074
615-780-3083
615-779-8283
818-990-7383
615-780-3075

rick@blackrivermusicgroup.com
jimd@blackrivermusicgroup.com
jcarroll@blackrivermusicgroup.com
garygreenberg@sbcglobal.net
jamie@blackrivermusicgroup.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

Pres: Pete O’Heeron
NP: Jamice Jennings
NP: Kates Robinson

281-461-6217
615-243-6779
407-923-4927

pete@coldriverrecords.com
jamice@coldriverrecords.com
kates@coldriverrecords.com

Dept. Fax: 281-461-6213

Dept. Fax: 615-780-3089

Name

Phone

E-mail

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Tim Burruss
NE: Stacy Blythe
MW: Shari Roth
SE: Clay Henderson

404-556-5906
615-887-9860
773-529-4434
615-429-0262

tim@1720entertainment.com
stacy@1720entertainment.com
shari@1720entertainment.com
clay@1720entertainment.com

VP: Jimmy Rector
ND: David Friedman
NE: Cliff Blake
MW: Bo Martinovich
SE: Jennifer Thorpe
SW: Alex Valentine
W: Larry Santiago
Coor: Brooke Kujawa

615-858-1356
615-301-4415
603-749-6772
615-858-1364
904-543-8034
830-624-2539
818-842-8482
615-858-1359

jimmy.rector@sonymusic.com
david.friedman@sonymusic.com
cliff.blake@sonymusic.com
bo.martinovich@sonymusic.com
jen.thorpe@sonymusic.com
alex.valentine@sonymusic.com
larry.santiago@sonymusic.com
brooke.kujawa@sonymusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Skip Bishop
ND: Lesly Tyson
NE: John Sigler
MW: Tyler Waugh
SE: Jeri Cooper
SW: Diane Monk
W: Lori Hartigan
Coor: Kates Rogers
D ept. Fax: 615-301-4438

615-301-4420
615-301-4436
615-301-4416
404-668-7100
615-301-4421
214-824-4124
760-929-1019
615-301-4423

skip.bishop@sonymusic.com
lesly.tyson@sonymusic.com
john.sigler@sonymusic.com
tyler.waugh@sonymusic.com
jeri.cooper@sonymusic.com
diane.monk@sonymusic.com
lori.hartigan@sonymusic.com
kates.rogers@sonymusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Bobby Young
NE: RJ Jordan
MW: Rosey Fitchpatrick
SE: Jeff Davis
W: Steve Pleshe
Mgr: Seth Necessary

615-327-2788 ext. 12
615-355-0718
405-255-1001
615-260-4975
615-418-7509
615-327-2788 ext. 10

b.young@ctrmail.net
rj@ctrmail.net
rosey@ctrmail.net
j.davis@ctrmail.net
s.pleshe@ctrmail.net
seth@ctrmail.net

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Dan Hagar
NP: Janie Cupit
NP/AR: Ron Treat
Sec: Glenda Lebeaux

615-731-0100 ext. 13
615-731-0100 ext. 17
615-731-0100 ext. 16
615-731-0100 ext. 14

dan@cupitmusic.com
shelly@cupitmusic.com
music@cupitmusic.com
glenda@cupitmusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Adrian Michaels
VP: April Rider
ND/SE: Mike Rogers
NE: Eric Mellencamp
MW: Mark Westcott
W: Joe O’Donnell
Coor: Abi Durham

615-690-4207
615-963-9317
615-690-4217
615-298-1586
847-397-6860
505-323-2925
615-690-4218

amichaels@curb.com
arider@curb.com
mrogers@curb.com
emellencamp@curb.com
mwestcott@curb.com
jodonnell@curb.com
adurham@curb.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

Head: Bruce Reiner

310-877-9800

bruce@dollypartonmanagement.com

Dept. Fax: 678-623-0370

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Carson James
VP/NE: Lee Adams
ND/SW: Jim Malito
MW: Bill Heltemes
SE: Nancy Johnson
W: Layna Bunt
Coor: Brooke Boston

615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600
615-244-8600

carsonjames@brokenbowrecords.com
ladams@brokenbowrecords.com
jmalito@brokenbowrecords.com
bill@brokenbowrecords.com
nancy@brokenbowrecords.com
layna@brokenbowrecords.com
brooke@brokenbowrecords.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Bryan Frasher
ND: Buffy Cooper
NE: R.J. Meacham
MW: David “Bubba” Berry
SE: Chris Waters
SW: Mark Janese
W: Dave Dame
Mgr: Britta Coleman
D ept. Fax: 615-301-4475

615-301-4422
615-301-4456
615-301-4458
972-429-6209
615-301-4494
972-906-5773
866-505-9410
615-301-4495

bryan.frasher@sonymusic.com
buffy.cooper@sonymusic.com
rj.meacham@sonymusic.com
david.berry@sonymusic.com
chris.waters@sonymusic.com
mark.janese@sonymusic.com
dave.dame@sonymusic.com
britta.coleman@sonymusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Jimmy Harnen
VP: Steve Hodges
NE: Diane Lockner
MW: Brent Jones
SE: Angela Lange
SW: John Trapane
W: Mike Krinik
Dir: Matt Hargis
Mgr: Carolyn Drosey
Coor: Alisa Bowman

615-269-2030
615-269-2033
615-269-2082
615-269-2079
615-269-2085
248-706-3534
619-205-9823
615-269-2039
615-269-2031
615-269-2046

jimmy.harnen@emicap.com
steve.hodges@emicap.com
diane.lockner@emicap.com
brent.jones@emicap.com
angela.lange@emicap.com
john.trapane@emicap.com
mike.krinik@emicap.com
matthew.hargis@emicap.com
carolyn.drosey@emicap.com
alisa.bowman@emicap.com

Dept. Fax: 615-858-1371

Dept. Fax: 615-327-2788

Dept. Fax: 615-269-20451

Dept. Fax: 615-244-3700

Dept. Fax: 615-731-3005

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Jack Purcell
NPS/NM: John Zarling
NE: Erik Powell
SE: Jeff Davis
SW/C: Mandy McCormack
W: Larry Hughes
Coor./TS: Jayme Austin
D ept. Fax: 615-324-7935

615-324-7773
615-324-7765
615-324-7774
615-324-7776
615-324-7762
615-400-7673
615-324-7767

jack.purcell@bigmachinemail.com
john.zarling@bigmachinemail.com
erik.powell@bigmachinemail.com
jeff.davis@bigmachinemail.com
mandy.mccormack@bigmachinemail.com
larry.hughes@bigmachinemail.com
jayme.austin@bigmachinemail.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Kevin Herring
SD: Chris Palmer
SD: John Ettinger
E: Stephanie Keshe
SE/SW: Trudie Richardson-Daniell
W: Dave Collins
Coor: Katie McCartney

615-963-4855
615-963-4871
615-963-4852
615-418-3519
770-253-1784
480-759-0329
615-963-4874

kevin.herring@disney.com
christian.palmer@disney.com
john.ettinger@disney.com
stephanie.keshe@disney.com
trudie.daniell@disney.com
dave.mirl@disney.com
katie.mccartney@disney.com

Dept. Fax: 615-963-4862

Dept. Fax: 615-731-3005
Name

Phone

E-mail

Pres: Michael Powers
Pres: Jeff Solima
NE/MW: Chuck Swaney
SE: Rocco Cosco
W/SW: Mara Sidweber
Mgr: Kim Trosdahl

615-438-6372
615-294-4787
248-202-4116
615-438-8030
469-231-6302
615-598-0175

michael.powers@bpemusic.com
hitsquadmn@aol.com
chuck.swaney@bpemusic.com
cacmaster711@aol.com
mara.sidweber@bpemusic.com
kim.trosdahl@bpemusic.com

Name

Phone

VP: David Newmark
615-469-1756
NE/MA: Karen Durkot
718-643-8033
NW/MW: Jen Dalton
303-927-7176
SE: Heather Propper
602-317-0551
SW/W: Bubba Wayne McManners 972-488-3513

E-mail

factor@co5music.com
karen@co5music.com
jen@co5music.com
heather@co5music.com
bubbawayne@co5music.com

Dept. Fax: 615-463-8791

Dept. Fax: 615-292-0749
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We Have Contacts
Name

Phone

E-mail

Pres: Mike Borchetta
NP: Mark Maynard
NP/AD: Brad Taylor
Sec: Adelle Borchetta
Asst: Trent Brown

615-726-0099 ext. 101
615-726-0099 ext. 104
615-726-0099 ext. 105
615-339-5598
615-726-0099 ext. 107

mikeborchetta@loftoncreekrecords.com
mark@loftoncreekrecords.com
bradtaylor@loftoncreekrecords.com
adellemarie26@yahoo.com
trentbrown@loftoncreekrecords.com

Dept. Fax: 615-726-0096

Name

Phone

E-mail

Owner: Rob Dalton
Owner: Jeff Solima
NP: Joe Schuld
NP: Tony Morreale
NP: Dave Kirth
NP: Maurisa Halicky

615-331-9631
615-294-4787
913-888-6681
615-595-2523
916-351-1715
615-428-9708

daltonentertainment@comcast.net
hitsquadmn@aol.com
joesmusic@everestkc.net
tony_morreale@bellsouth.net
davekirth@yahoo.com
ris0815@aol.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Rick Moxley
NE: Suzanne Durham
MW: Kevin Erickson
SE: Nathan Cruise
SW: Greg Sax
W: Lisa Owen
Coor: Alison Sparico
R/IS: PJ Olsen

615-324-7766
615-324-7768
630-752-4194
615-324-7764
615-324-7778
310-376-2258
615-324-7796
615-324-7775

rick.moxley@showdogmail.com
suzanne.durham@showdogmail.com
kevin.erickson@showdogmail.com
nathan.cruise@showdogmail.com
greg.sax@showdogmail.com
lisa.owen@showdogmail.com
alison.sparico@showdogmail.com
pj.olsen@showdogmail.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Bill Macky

615-321-8909

macky@stroudavarious.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Teddi Bonadies
NP: Mike Wilson
MA/NE: Matt Corbin
MW/NE: Jordan Pettit
SE: Rick Hughes
SW: Karen McGuire
W: Rhonda Christensen
Sec: Jay Bradley
Mgr: Laurie Gore

615-259-5308
615-259-5388
615-259-5360
615-259-5383
615-259-5371
512-639-8997
818-521-8593
615-259-5378
615-259-5380

teddi.bonadies@umusic.com
mike.wilson@umusic.com
matt.corbin@umusic.com
jordan.pettit@umusic.com
rick.hughes@umusic.com
karen.mcguire@umusic.com
rhonda.christensen@umusic.com
jay.bradley@umusic.com
laurie.gore@umusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Jon Loba
NPS/NM: John Zarling
NP: Chris Loss
NP/NE: George Briner
SE: JoJamie Hahr
SW: Miranda Williams
Coor: Brooke Yancy

615-324-7063
615-324-7765
615-324-7064
615-324-7782
615-324-7787
615-324-7793
615-324-6074

jon.loba@valorymail.com
john.zarling@bigmachinemail.com
chris.loss@valorymail.com
george.briner@valorymail.com
jojamie.hahr@valorymail.com
miranda.williams@valorymail.com
brooke.yancy@valorymail.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Gator Michaels
ND/SP: Bob Reeves
NE: Kristen Williams
MW: George Meeker
SE: Brooks Quigley
SW: Glenn Noblit
W: Rick Young
Sec: Johnny Mitchell
Coor: Danielle Taylor
Asst: April Johnson

615-748-8000
615-214-1536
615-214-1536
615-214-1459
615-210-7682
972-731-8821
310-978-9739
615-214-1445
615-748-8000
615-214-1452

gator.michaels@wbr.com
bob.reeves@wbr.com
kristen.williams@wbr.com
george.meeker@wbr.com
brooks.quigley@wbr.com
glenn.noblit@wbr.com
rick.young@wbr.com
johnny.mitchell@wbr.com
danielle.taylor@wbr.com
april.johnson@wbr.com

Dept. Fax: 615-324-7909

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Kevin Herring
VP/RM: Dale Turner
SD: Renee Leymon
MW: Michelle Tyrrell
SE: Theresa Ford
SW: Neda Tobin
W: Kris Lamb
Coor: Jackie Schwarz

615-963-4855
615-963-4858
615-963-4866
810-326-1770
704-543-1002
615-963-4853
480-219-3558
615-963-4864

kevin.herring@disney.com
dale.turner@disney.com
renee.leymon@disney.com
michelle.tyrrell@disney.com
theresa.durst@disney.com
neda.tobin@disney.com
kris.lamb@disney.com
jackie.m.schwarz@disney.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

Pres: Chris Allums
ND/MW: JR Hughes
NE/SE: Chuck Thagard
SW/W: Jim Dandy

615-300-5321
931-728-0071
770-753-8154
763-458-4528

allums@quarterbackrecords.com
jrpromoman@quarterbackrecords.com
cthagard520@quarterbackrecords.com
jimdandy@quarterbackrecords.com

Dept. Fax: 615-386-9109

Dept. Fax: 615-963-4862

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Royce Risser
VP: Van Haze
NE: Joe Putnam
MW: Donna Passuntino
SE: Louie Newman
SW: EJ Bernas
W: Marlene Augustine
Coor: Amanda Gavron
UMGN VP/RM: Katie Dean
UMGN MP: Jill Burnett

615-524-7588
615-524-7539
615-524-7561
847-531-6164
678-742-9019
615-524-7562
707-824-1745
615-524-7566
615-524-7553
615-524-7537

royce.risser@umusic.com
van.haze@umusic.com
joe.putnam@umusic.com
donna.passuntino@umusic.com
louie.newman@umusic.com
ej.bernas@umusic.com
marlene.augustine@umusic.com
amanda.gavronumusic.com
katie.dean@umusic.com
jill.burnett@umusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Keith Gale
SD: Doug Baker
Dir: Dan Nelson
Dir: Norbert Nix
Mgr: Josh Easler
Mgr: Stacy Rogers
Coor: Cara Owen

615-301-4357
615-301-4465
603-626-9898
615-301-4311
615-301-4368
208-944-9433
615-301-4352

keith.gale@sonymusic.com
doug.baker@sonymusic.com
dan.nelson@sonymusic.com
norbert.nix@sonymusic.com
josh.easler@sonymusic.com
stacy.rogers@sonymusic.com
cara.owen@sonymusic.com

Dept. Fax: 615-259-5373

Dept. Fax: 615-301-4356

Dept.Fax: 615-524-7766

Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Royce Risser
VP: Damon Moberly
NE: Sally Green
VP/FP/SE: Bruce Shindler
SW: Allen Mitchell
MW: Charlie Dean
W: Pat Surnegie
Coor: Lindsay Walleman
UMGN VP/RM: Katie Dean
UMGN MP: Jill Burnett

615-524-7588
615-524-7520
615-524-7770
615-524-7720
615-524-7503
952-525-4609
818-531-9183
615-524-7571
615-524-7553
615-524-7537

royce.risser@umusic.com
damon.moberly@umusic.com
sally.green@umusic.com
bruce.shindler@umusic.com
allen.mitchell@umusic.com
charlie.dean@umusic.com
pat.surnegie@umusic.com
lindsay.walleman@umusic.com
katie.dean@umusic.com
jill.burnett@umusic.com

Name

Phone

E-mail

Pres: Daryl Price
Dir: Julius Stein

724-413-3138
412-431-1515

darylwprice@gmail.com
steinpromo@gmail.com

Dept. Fax: 412-220-1684

Dept. Fax: 615-324-7907

Dept. Fax: 615-524-7619
Name

Phone

E-mail

VP: Tony Benken
NE: Joe Redmond
Coor: Ashlee Rodgers

615-320-1990
615-320-1990
615-320-1990

tony@robbinsnashville.com
joe@robbinsnashville.com
ashlee@robbinsnashville.com

Dept. Fax: 615-320-1995

Name

Phone

E-mail

Pres./CEO: Allen Butler
MA: Elizabeth Sledge
SE: Ted Wagner
SW: Jim Bucek
W: Jon Conlon
Sec./Coor: Kathleen Drosey

615-690-6471
615-481-7300
615-613-3292
214-608-6027
818-399-1885
615-719-1311

abutler@montagemusicgroup.com
esledge@montagemusicgroup.com
twagner@montagemusicgroup.com
jbucek@montagemusicgroup.com
jconlon@montagemusicgroup.com
kdrosey@montagemusicgroup.com

Dept. Fax: 615-690-6489
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Name

Phone

E-mail

SVP: Brad Paul

617-218-4413

bpaul@rounder.com

Dept. Fax: 617-218-4613

Dept. Fax: 615.214.1475

Lady
Antebellum

In little over a year Dave Haywood,
Charles Kelley and Hillary Scott have
gone from a label bidding war to
CMA Award winners and Grammy
nominees. Let’s not forget their Top 5 hit “Love Don’t Live Here”
and Top 15 “Lookin’ For A Good Time” as they set up their next
single “I Run To You.”
Did you listen to Country radio growing up?
HS: I grew up on every genre, but with my parents in the
business and as much as we were in the car, I definitely
did. Growing up in Nashville it was all about WSM,
WSIX and WKDF.
DH: In middle school I started getting into John Michael
Montgomery. I was in Augusta, GA, so I listened to WKXC.
CK: We’re both from Augusta, so WKXC was the one. I
didn’t get into country music until I was 13 or 14. I worked
as a bag boy at a golf course one time and all the guys
listened to country music, and it just grew on me.
What is it like to actually visit the stations you
just mentioned?
HS: I think it’s really cool, especially being from
Nashville and growing up listening to Gerry House.
Being able to actually walk into the studio and talk to
him after you’ve spent so much of your life hearing him
interview other people.
CK: He put Hillary on the spot, and played a Christmas CD
she had put out with her family when she 15 or 16. It was
cool that he knew about her before Lady Antebellum.
Do you recall the first time you heard your song
on the radio?
DH: Yes on WBEE/Rochester, NY.

e
c
Fadets

September 2007 is when “Love Don’t Live Here” came out
and we were on our radio tour. We went to dinner and about
midnight all three of us were in the car and heard it together.
What is your most vivid memory from
a radio tour?
DH: We played upstairs on a moving double-decker
pontoon boat on Lake Travis for KASE/Austin. I’d never
played at six miles per hour before.
CK: We tried to punk Jimmy Harnen by making a video
with us asking WUSN/Chicago’s Mike Peterson and Marci
Braun for an add. He was all up in arms thinking it was real.
Has there been a real “wow” moment in the
last year?
CK: Last week we visited the St. Jude Children’s
Hospital. The cool thing was that radio PDs were there and
we got to go out to dinner with a bunch of them. To see all
the support we’ve had is a great feeling.
What does CRS mean to you?
DH: I love it. Radio is what drives this industry.
They’re great people, and this is a way to say thank you
to them and hang out.
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This Muzik Mafia member had the
most-heard song of 2008 with his
two-week No. 1 “Just Got Started
Lovin’ You.” He also happened
to co-write Jamey Johnson’s Top 15 “In Color.” Otto’s
next single “These Are The Good Ole Days” has already
broken the Top 40.

James
Otto

Did you listen to Country radio growing up?
I listened to all areas of country music, but in
early grades I didn’t think it was cool. About the
time I turned 13, I moved to Alabama and that’s
when I found Hank, Jr. and Charlie Daniels Band
and Waylon and Willie.
What was your hometown station?
I moved to Washington state when I was about
15 and brought country music with me. I listened
to KIOK/Tri-Cities, which was
Thunder Country.
Can you recall the first
time you heard your
song on the radio?
I had a single on Mercury
years back, and the first time
I heard it Mitch Mahan at
WIRK/West Palm Beach
played it. The first time I heard
“Just Got Started Lovin’ You,” it
was him again. Both times I had been
there for a visit, and they played it as I left. Mitch
has been a good friend and a big supporter. Nothing
replaces hearing your song for the first time.
Does hearing your song ever get old?
I change the channel when my own song comes

on. After awhile I just feel strange about listening
to myself on the radio. It makes me smile, then
I change the channel. It’s one of those things. I
don’t like to watch myself on TV, either.
What’s it like watching “In Color”
have success?
People emotionally react to that song. I played
it at a guitar pull for WKXC/Augusta, GA, and
after I got through the second chorus there was
a standing ovation. I couldn’t even finish
the song. It was an amazing response.
That’s the kind of thing that blows
your mind. I was really proud to be
a part of one of the best records of
the year.
What does CRS mean
to you?
I’ve always been told it meant
“Can’t Remember Shit.” And if
you’ve done it right, you probably
can’t. It’s a big party for a lot of people,
but for me it’s a place to see those people I met
out on the road. I’ve had a great year, so this is
a chance to go back and thank them. My New
Faces performance is a chance to show what
I’ve learned over the last year. It’s an important
part of the process.
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Kellie
Pickler

After her American Idol stint, Kellie Pickler strutted into Nashville in “Red High Heels,”
which marched right into the Top 15. She followed up with consecutive Top 15s “I
Wonder” and “Things That Never Cross A Man’s Mind.” She co-wrote her current
single “Best Days Of Your Life” with BFF Taylor Swift.

Did you listen to Country radio
growing up?
That’s how I learned about country
music. I remember calling and requesting
different songs, and it felt so cool when I
would hear my interview played back on
the air.
What was your hometown station?
I grew up in Abemarle, NC and we were
able to pick up WSOC and WKKT
from Charlotte.

Fadcetes
Ca

Chuck
Wicks

Do you recall the first time you
heard your song on the radio?
I was on the American Idol tour in Atlanta and
“Red High Heels” had just hit WKHX. All
of us – Bucky Covington, Chris Daughtry,
Taylor Hicks, Katherine McPhee, Mandisa
– piled up on the bus. We knew that WKHX
was about to play the song and it came on
right after Rascal Flatts. I was over the moon.
Does it ever get old?
It’s the greatest feeling in the world to

hear, “Up next, Kellie Pickler.” My car
radio has a display, which
shows the name of the
artist and the song
that’s playing.
The first time I
saw my name
on the radio
screen I took a
picture of it.
What is your
most vivid
memory from
a radio tour?
I really like doing
acoustic jams. It will just be
me, two of my acoustic guitar players and
radio winners that have come in. It really takes
all the bells and whistles away, and it’s just you
and the song. It really lets you tell a story.
What does CRS mean to you?
I was really bummed my first year because

I wasn’t able to be a part of CRS. We had
agreed to do American Idol that day and
so there was no possible way, even
if we flew private, to be a part
of CRS. So, last year was my
first time being there. I’m
really excited about it. It’s
such a fun week to get to
know the people that are
playing your records and
thank them.
How does the New
Faces show compare to
performing at the CMAs?
I think it’s a lot more
intimidating. The CMAs are scary
because you’re performing in front
of your peers. But at New Faces, you
don’t want to disappoint anyone. I feel
like a new artist; I’m still paying my
dues. I really want the country industry
to know this is the most important
thing to me.

With his self-penned Top 5 “Stealing Cinderella,” Chuck Wicks melted hearts of
fathers and daughters everywhere. His sophomore single “All I Ever Wanted” broke
the Top 15, and now he’s anticipating the launch of “Man Of The House.”

Did you listen to Country radio
growing up?
Yeah, that’s all I listened to. I grew up
in Smyrna, DE on a small farm,
and every time I got in the
truck with my dad or in the
car with mom that was
it, it was Country radio.
Every once in awhile,
my dad would throw
in a Whitney Houston
CD... or actually a
tape, which was really
embarrassing for me,
especially when you’re 10
years old.
What was your hometown
station?
I remember it as 94.7 WDSD/Dover,
DE. It has changed formats several times
since then, but it’s back to Country now.
Do you recall the first time you
heard your song on the radio?
It was “Stealing Cinderella,” and I was

on my way to the Nashville airport
listening to WKDF. I was going down
Nolensville Pike and making a
right on Harding Rd. I had
heard the song a million
times prior to that –
from writing it and
recording it – but
it was so different
when I heard it
announced on the
radio from the DJ.
It just hit me like a
ton of bricks. I was
so caught off-guard
that I started crying like
a little girl.
Does hearing your songs on the
radio ever get old?
I get excited when I hear myself on the
radio. It’s a partnership. As a singer/
songwriter, Country radio is your voice.
If it weren’t for them, nobody would ever
hear the song we sit in our little 10x12
rooms and write.

Any good road stories?
Josh Easler dressed up as Cinderella
(pictured). It really brought out his eyes
and was really refreshing.
Most memorable moment from
the road?
Touring with Brad Paisley was amazing.
Just being around him and watching
his work ethic was fantastic. The most
memorable thing for me was when
he’d ask me to come run with him after
his soundcheck. Everybody sees Brad
Paisley, the superstar, but when I was
running with him I got to know him as a
person.
What does CRS mean to you?
It’s a huge honor to be on the New
Faces show. I went five years ago with
my now-A&R guy and best friend Jim
Catino and he said, “Just give it four
or five years and you’ll be up there. I
promise you.” I always had this hidden
passion to play the New Faces show.

A classic overnight success story of playing 200 dates
a year and selling 30,000 CDs independently, these
Georgia favorites took it national with the two-week
No. 1 “Chicken Fried.” Now they’re geared up for second single “Whatever It Is” and first CRS
appearance. Zac Brown spoke with Country Aircheck:

Zac Brown Band

Did you listen to Country radio
growing up?
I did. I remember the first thing that
really got me into country music was
Garth Brooks’ “The Thunder Rolls.” I
had been really into a lot of ‘70s music;
after hearing Brooks I really fell in love
with country. I’ve been listening to it
ever since.
What was your local station?
WKHX in Atlanta has been around
forever, I think that’s the one I listened
to growing up.
When did you first hear
your song on the radio?
I was at home in Atlanta with my
wife and my friend Barry, who’s
in a band called Rollin’ In The
Hay. We were talking and it came
on the radio. They were doing a spin-off
between “Chicken Fried” and Taylor Swift.
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Does it ever get old?
Nope. Some days go by that I’m really
glad I don’t have to sing “Chicken
Fried,” but it’s all perspective. I worked
at McDonald’s in high school and at
a fry house called the Wagon Wheel
frying up hush puppies and catfish.
Every night I would have to clean up the
grease machine. After being on that end
of it, the monotony is nothing compared
to the blessings we’ve all been given by
it. We’re very honored and very blessed.
What is your most vivid radio
tour memory?
Eating fried chicken everywhere we
went for months. It was always there
waiting on us. I was glad to finally see
some pizza.
How is your relationship with your
regional reps?
It’s awesome. I’m close with pretty

much everybody who works with me
on all my stuff. I just went bird hunting
with Michael Powers this weekend.
We got to spend the whole day together.
Everybody is close.
What does CRS mean to you?
I haven’t been to a CRS. I’m excited to
play, especially for people that are in the
industry. I’m very eager to get to win
people over in a live atmosphere. If they
like the song on the radio, we have to
prove it to them live that we’re lifetime
musicians and that we have chemistry.
Do you have any expectations
about the New Faces show?
We do have a fan base, but the majority
of the nation just now found out about us.
It’s an honor to get to play. My main goal
is to try to get fans. We give it 110%, no
matter when we’re playing or who we’re
playing for. People are people.

The Interview

Larry
Wilson
What Went Wrong

A

broadcasting career spanning more than 30 years began
when Larry Wilson was named General Counsel for
Combined Communications. His foray into ownership came
in 1984 with the purchase of KAIR-AM & KJYK-FM/Tucson,
and Citadel Communications was born.
From those humble beginnings, Citadel grew into one of the world’s
largest broadcast chains. It boasted 205 stations in 42 markets when
it was sold to Forstmann Little in the spring of 2001 for $2.1 billion.
Throughout his professional life, Wilson was more than a broadcast
owner; he was a champion of the Country format, serving on the
boards of both the Country Music Association and the Country Radio
Broadcasters. In 2007, the CRB honored Wilson with its prestigious
Tom Rivers Humanitarian Award.
When the sale of Citadel closed in 2002, Wilson retired to the
pair of Montana ranches where he raises cutting horses and
Corriente cattle. For much of the winter you’ll find him living and
fishing in Cabo San Lucas, which is where we caught up with him –
unfortunately, by phone.
Country Aircheck: You took a pretty
nasty fall a few months ago, tumbling
headlong into a bank of concrete steps.
How are you feeling?
Larry Wilson: I’m feeling pretty good,
actually, although I’m still recovering. It’s
going to be a long process. I’ve got to have a
few more surgeries, but I’m just lucky to be
alive. I’m a happy camper.
I didn’t realize it was life-threatening.
It was brutal. There was a while that they
didn’t think I was going to make it. I fractured
three vertebrae, broke some ribs, which is no
big deal, but then my whole chin was totally
floating, it was broken into 50 pieces, teeth
were knocked out on the bottom, a big ol’ hole
through my face, which cut the main nerve to
my face. The biggest problem was stopping the
bleeding. My heart was going crazy.
It was pretty bizarre, and I was very lucky,
because a doctor, who was working out at the
athletic facility where it happened, was leaving
for his office when he saw me. He tapped me
on the shoulder and said, “I’m a doctor and I’m
going to help you.” I said, “Am I gonna die?”
“And he says, “Well…” and there was a pause!
And I said, “Hey, hey! You gotta work with
me on this.” And he started laughing, but said,
“This is a very terrible situation, and we’ve got
to get this blood stopped. Don’t move, I’ll be
right back.” I don’t remember much after that.
And, fortunately, I was three blocks from the
hospital. The surgery went well, although it
took a long time to put me back together. So,
I’m doing OK and feeling very lucky.
What do you miss the most since
leaving Citadel?
The people. I miss motivating people and
sharing and celebrating their successes with
them. That said, I’m glad I’m not in the
business right now, because it’s a disaster. The
[low] stock prices and the financial situations
of these companies are staggering to me.
What else don’t you miss?
All the travel and the grind of Wall Street. It’s
all haywire. Everybody knows this, but it’ll
never be changed. This business of going
from quarter to quarter to quarter, trying
to make your little number, is nuts. The
Japanese have it right. It’s no wonder our car
companies are screwed up. Toyota can have
a bad quarter and it’s no big deal. It’s about
the long-term health of the company. But an
American company has a bad quarter, and
they get hammered. I don’t miss that. It’s kind
of been nice not working that much.
Staying on the Wall Street theme for a
second, is the radio business really suited

buy. But you go out and see a car dealer who’s
hurting, and say, “Well, what if we do this?
What if we have this promotion? What if we
put on a concert and everybody that takes
a test drive gets tickets?” Nobody does that
anymore. It’s just a commodity sale today.
And, if you can’t fix the top-line, then this
is a horrible business. I think it can be fixed,
although it might be too late because these
companies are so in debt, and so hampered by
their capital structures. And that’s very sad.
I might go out on a limb and suggest that
private equity companies aren’t really
interested in running radio stations.
They’re probably more interested in cutting
costs to the bone and at some point taking
them public again for a big payday or
selling them.…
They should sell them! I think taking them
public again is a thing of the past. It’s never
going to happen. I don’t think in my lifetime
the public will ever come back to saying, “I
want to buy a share of a radio company.” So,
the only way to fix them is to fix the top-line.
But the business plan has to be different than
it was back when I did it. It’s got to embrace
the Internet and marry it to radio.
At some point, you can’t cut costs any
more. We seem to be in the perfect storm:
Companies have all this debt and they’ve
already fired so many people, there’s not
much else left to cut and still put a product
on the air. Is the end game, at some point,
that they’re going to have to sell assets,

which nobody really seems to have done?
That’s what is going to have to happen. But
the reason they haven’t done it is they won’t
come to reality with what somebody can pay
for these things. CBS made a big effort to sell a
bunch of stuff. I was really in pursuit, but they
wanted 10-11 times cash flow.
You were looking to get back in the game?
Yeah, I had a group of great investors,
including some of my old partners, seriously
looking at some stuff. But at 10-11 times cash
flow, we could not possibly finance the deal.
There was no way to put it together for the
price CBS wanted.
The end game for some of them, not all, is
that there are going to be some bankruptcies.
Many of these companies have huge debt. And,
in this economic environment, if they can’t
refinance, and they trip a covenant or two,
they will go into bankruptcy. And that means
whoever owns the debt will own the company.
I don’t know if that’s good or bad, but I think
that’s what’s almost inevitable.
Do you see a time when broadcasters who sold
their companies would get back in the game?
That might happen. But the trouble is, it’s
been away from real broadcasting for so long
and many of us are so old, I don’t know who’s
going to be doing it [laughs]. But there’s also
a lot of young talent out there that might get
an opportunity to go in and buy a couple of
markets like the old days. If I had three or
four markets right now, I have no doubt about
how we can grow revenue.

to be in the hands of publicly traded
companies? The stock market wants
growth, and despite radio’s usually
excellent margins, it just doesn’t deliver
that year-to-year, individual station
revenue growth that drives stock prices. In
the early days of consolidation, companies
were able to grow because they were
buying new properties. Going public made
quite a few folks pretty rich, but ultimately,
did it really hurt the radio business?
I think it really did. It was a phenomenal
business when it was moms-and-pops. And I
don’t mean that as a hick term. It was about
local entrepreneurs running a business, like
Bob Fuller up in Maine and John Dick in
Tennessee. It was a great business when there
was a local entrepreneur paying attention to
local issues.
Public companies that own radio stations
today are so driven by cutting costs that they
don’t give anything back to the community,
and therefore the community doesn’t
give them anything. What some of these
companies are doing makes me cringe; it
makes me cry. There are some great people
at these companies, but they’re trapped
and treated like commodities. And what
we’re seeing in some of the former public
companies that have been taken private
is financial investors run amok. The radio
executives at those companies have to do
what they’re told, of course. But the whole
thing is a recipe for a major disaster.
If, as you said earlier, radio is a quarterby-quarter business, if companies can’t
increase the top-line enough to benefit
stockholders, they seem to have no choice
but to cut costs. It would seem that makes
it tough to do the right things.
Companies must fix the top-line, or say,
“sayonara” and get out. This is a revenuedriven business, and you have to be in touch
with your local customers. When I was at
Citadel, we were in middle markets and 85%
of our business was local. We didn’t depend
on national, which was just a commodities

Over-the-air radio is a monster
influence on people, and it does a
hell of a service to America. But
not like it is.
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Perhaps they should have had some
concomitant regulations along with
ownership changes that said you must stay
local and involved in your community.

How would you grow revenue?
It’d be totally local. We always felt that
national money comes in over the transom and
you don’t have much control over it. But local,
you get in your car and you go out and see
the car dealer. Or you go out and see the bank
president. Or you go out and see the guy who’s
running the theaters. And you sell. Like in the
old days, it’s salesmanship.
Even when I headed Citadel as a public
company, I used to talk to Wall Street people
about how important it was to be connected
locally, how critical it was we went out
and saw our customers. That was back in
the ’90s. They would look at me with a
glazed-over look, like, “Why? Why would
you do that?” And, that’s what went wrong,
nobody’s doing that.
Part of the problem today is that the
employees are so upset that they’re frozen.
They don’t ever get any encouragement. The
only calls they get are to say, “We need you to
cut another $500,000 out of your budget.” No
one calls to say “Way to go! You got that new
deal.” I was once flying from New York to Las
Vegas, and I got a call that we’d had our first
$4 million month in Albuquerque. I diverted
the plane to Albuquerque, called the station

community. It takes a leap of faith to go back
to live and local. I know, because I talked to
some potential investors about it. But if you
don’t do that, if you can’t do that, then don’t
get into the business, because the national thing
will not work. And if I’m wrong, I’m wrong.
But if I were a gambling man, I’d bet the ranch
it won’t work. I recognize that [private equity
companies] have a lot of smart people and
everything, but they don’t have a clue about
radio. Radio companies used to spend a lot of
time searching for talent, developing talent and
training salespeople. That stuff got cut a long
time ago as some owners began to view it as
just a “frivolous expense.”

and said, “Get some pizzas in because we’re
going to have a party for lunch. And I’m going
to tell everybody, ‘Thank you.’” That is just
gone from the business.
Given the economic climate, do broadcast
companies have any choice but to operate
the way they are, with one market manager
for five stations, one PD over two or three or
four, and voice-tracking?
Well, when I was looking at getting back in,
I was totally convinced – and remain totally
convinced – that they do have a choice. But
it’s about spending money to make money.
If you want to completely give up and go
the national programming route, as it looks
like some companies are going to do judging
by the number of people they’re laying off,
then you’re going to sound just like satellite
radio. Companies have a choice, but they and
their investors must have the chutzpah to say,
“We’ve got to reinvest in the product.”
We used to be able to get on the air and
make people laugh, go into the office and talk
about us all day. And they’d tune us in on their
radio in the office.
But you can’t fire your morning team and
pipe in a syndicated program for most of
the day and still be heavily involved in your

Isn’t there also the little matter that
comes with the license of serving the
public interest?
Very few radio stations are serving the
public interest the way they should. And
that’s wrong because these over-the-air
licenses are still very precious, and they
ought to come with responsibility. Over the
last 15-16 years, we got so deregulationoriented that nobody paid attention to what
radio is needing to do. I hate to say this, but
businesspeople need regulation because if
they aren’t regulated, they will abuse the
system. Look at Lehman Brothers, AIG,
Merrill Lynch, etc. and the atrocities that
have happened. And everybody was saying,
“Deregulate, deregulate. Take down the
walls, and let people own these many radio
stations and these many TV stations.” It
doesn’t work. It’s a self-destructing thing.
Serving the public interest has gone by
the wayside. I fault the government for not
paying attention to it. They just paid lip
service to it and they let it go away, thinking
that deregulation was just going to be
wonderful. It didn’t work. It worked great
for me. I got out at the ultimate and perfect
time, and it was wonderful. We built a great
company we couldn’t have had without
deregulation. But it’s totally self-destructing.
The Telecom Act of ’96 set in motion
many of the things the industry is dealing
with today in terms of ownership and
operation. In hindsight, was deregulation
a bad thing or was it a good thing that
was badly handled?
It was a good thing that was handled badly.
Deregulation was a good thing that might
have been better had it been regulated to
say, “You can own more than two stations in
a market, but you’ve still got to serve your
community as broadcasters have been doing.”
Perhaps they should have had some
concomitant regulations along with
ownership changes that said you must stay
local and involved in your community,
and that there must be a forum for public
interest groups.
One of the things that consolidation was
supposed to do was move that sales needle, to
increase radio’s share of the total advertising
revenue pie. Why didn’t that happen?
Station ownership was ramping up and

Deregulation worked great for me. We
built a great company we couldn’t have
had without deregulation. But it’s
totally self-destructing.
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showing great revenue growth right up until
2001. We were indeed increasing radio’s
share as newspapers, even back then, were
struggling and falling apart. We were
increasing share, and then the Internet
came along and started making inroads
in getting some of those dollars. We were
slow in figuring out how to marry Internet
and radio. Nobody’s really figured it out
to this day, but there’s a way to make
some progress on that.
But 9/11 was about as bad as it gets.
It destroyed our confidence in a lot of
things. For me personally, I don’t think
the Internet is as effective in delivering
a message as radio is. It’s getting a lot
of dollars it shouldn’t be because, in my
experience on it, Internet advertising is a
total nuisance. And it’s invasive. Maybe
I’m a dinosaur, but I just don’t think the
Internet advertising vehicle is all that’s
it’s cracked up to be. We’ll see; time will
tell. But I really hope the radio business
recovers and thrives, because over-the-air
radio is a monster influence on people,
and it does a hell of a service to America.
But not like it is. 		
CAC

